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Honorable Willie L. ~rown, Jr. 
Speaker of the Assembly 
State Capitol - Room 219 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Honorable David Roberti 
Senate President pro Tempore 
State Capitol - Room 205 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Speaker Brown and Senator Roberti: 
The Assembly and Senate Committees on Governmental Organization 
held an informational hearing in Sacramento on June 24, 1986. 
This joint hearing covered the operation of the California State 
Lottery. 
The hearing received testimony on the status of major Lottery 
contracts, the level of participation by minorities and women in 
the Lottery contracts, the experience and plans for using 
competitive bidding procedures, and the level of revenues and 
expenditures by the State Lottery. 
We have included in the attached publication the transcript of 
the hearing, the background paper prepared by our committee 
staff, and the background materials provided by the State Lottery 
staff. 
Sincerely, 
,., ,....,. . ,..... : ~ 
~ I 'b._._. e ~ til - •-





RAlPH C. DILLS, Chairman 
Senate Governmental 
Organization Committee 
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ASSEMBLY AND SENATE COMMITTEES ON 
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION 
JOINT HEARING ON 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE LOTTERY 
JUNE 24, 1986 
GARY CONDIT AND RALPH DILLS, CHAIRMEN 
CHAIRMAN GARY CONDIT: I'd like to welcome everyone here 
today. Senator Dills and I will be co-chairing this 
informational hearing on the State Lottery. Included in today's 
agenda are the topics of major Lottery contracts and 
participation by minorities and women in Lottery contracts 
generally. 
The State Lottery is expected to sell over 1.7 billion 
tickets by the end of this month. It is also expected to 
contribute about $650 million to public schools and to expend 
about $220 million for staff, retailers, commissions, equipment, 
advertising, and Lottery tickets. 
Since the California State Lottery is such a major 
component of the state government and our state's economy, it's 
imperative that we, in the Legislature, periodically review its 
operation. 
To ensure an orderly hearing, Senator Dills and I have 
agreed that he will chair Items I and III on the agenda and I 
will chair the other items. Now, Senator Dills will take Items I 
and III on the agenda. He will begin those at this time and I 
just want to tell you that it looks like it is kind of an empty 
committee. The Assembly is still in session. They have three or 
four items on call. Members will be joining us in the next few 
minutes, so bear with us if you see commotion up here. On the 
Senate side, they are in committees over there and they will be 
joining us as well. So, we will begin the hearing. We will try 
and not duplicate questions as members come in so just bear with 
us. 
At this time, I will turn the meeting for agenda Items I 
and III over to Senator Dills. 
CHAIRMAN RALPH DILLS: Thank you, Chairman Condit. It 
often happens here at Sacramento -- we have so many things to be 
done in such a short period of time that there are conflicts all 
over the Capitol. We will proceed because the important 
information will be obtained from those whom we've asked to 
appear as witnesses. So, I would like to ask Mark Michalko to 
come forward and to take the stand and bring with him whomever he 
cares to as backup or supporting witnesses. 
MR. MARK MICHALKO: Thank you very much, Senator. 
Senator, I have with me today several representatives. First of 
all, Mr. Chon Gutierrez who is the Chief Deputy Director of the 
California State Lottery. I also have Ms. Nancy Sweet. Ms. 
Sweet is Chief Counsel to the California State Lottery and to her 
right is Mr. Lou Ritter. Mr. Ritter is the Deputy Director for 
Security for the California State Lottery. Thank you for the 
opportunity to be here. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Let's begin, Mr. Michalko, by going 
back a bit. First of all, I would like to inquire if you were 
aware of, or did you know of, the contract between the Dittler 
Brothers and Scientific Games with reference to the printing of 
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• 
Scientific Games• Lottery tickets, the so-called "master 
agreement?" Have you had the opportunity to read that or are you 
aware of it? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, to answer your question, I am 
aware of the fact that there is a contract, a master agreement if 
you will, between Scientific Games and Dittler Brothers. I have 
not had, yet, an opportunity to review the entire contract, but 
we requested just this morning that Scientific Games provide us 
with a copy of the entire document. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: There was testimony at a news 
conference which stated that 1979, I believe it was, that there 
was a contract entered into between those two entities and that 
it had a 25-year span to the contract. Was that information 
available to you at any time during the negotiations? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, I was aware of the fact that the 
master agreement had a 25-year term and I learned of that very 
early on in my tenure as Director here. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: The State of California, however, is 
not a party to that contract? 
MR. MICHALKO: That is correct, Senator. It is a 
contract between Scientific Games and Dittler Brothers, the 
printer. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Now, shortly after you received 
information that you were placing on the calendar a question of 
the extension, either a six-months extension of the contract 
between the Lottery Commission and Scientific Games, apparently, 
on May 1, you sent out a memo to the Commission that outlined 
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rules by extending Scientific Games contract for six months, is 
that correct? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, the answer to your question is 
that the document was prepared on May lst. It was sent out to 
the Commission within a few days of that and basically contains 
the information that you just suggested it does. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: And you did post that on the calendar 
or agenda of business for May 14? 
MR. MICHALKO: That is correct. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: At that time, you will recall that 
among others, I appeared at that hearing and presented to you the 
resolution, or at least, the content of a resolution passed by 
the Senate in which we in the Senate requested that you not give 
that extension or enter into that extension at this time. 
Nonetheless, that took place and we felt then and many of us 
still feel that it was rather precipitous action on your part 
because you didn't need at that time, because you had sufficient 
time thereafter, from May 14 until some time, July 3, as I 
recall, before you even had to give notice to Scientific Games. 
Do you care to address yourself to the reason why you felt that 
it should be done at that time? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, as I mentioned to you at the 
time of the Commission meeting on May 14th, the primary concerns 
in whether or not to extend the contract revolved around, first 
of all, a financial issue, certain rebates if you will, that 
would accrue to the benefit of the California State Lottery for 
extending the contract for the six-month period. But more 
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importantly, and the one I would like to underscore today, is the 
reason that we faced, in my opinion, exceptionally grave 
operational concerns in going forward with a bidding process. In 
essence, I would summarize that by saying the primary focus of 
all of the staff of the California State Lottery today is on 
bringing up what are known as the on-line games that we're 
expecting to implement sometime later on this fall. 
It was my opinion then and it remains my opinion today, 
that in light of those efforts, it would be extremely difficult 
from an operational and administrative standpoint, to divert the 
attention of staff from implementing the on-line games and having 
that energy channeled toward going through an extensive or 
exhaustive procurement process for the instant tickets. That 
operational concern, coupled with the financial incentive, in 
essence, the rebates which would accrue to the benefit of the 
California State Lottery, prompted me to make the recommendation 
to the Commission, which I did on May 14th and the Commission 
unanimously supported that position by adopting the six-month 
contract extension. So, it was an issue, quite frankly, of 
timing, an issue that revolved around operational and 
administrative concerns that caused me to take the issue forward 
at that time. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Have you subsequently changed your mind 
as to the possibility or probability of being able to do that 
should it become necessary? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, I still feel in my own mind that 
there is -- if not as great, maybe a greater concern about going 
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through a bidding process at this time. However, in light of the 
circumstances surrounding the recent developments in this case of 
Scientific Games and Dittler Brothers, we are at this point 
pursuing two avenues simultaneously; one of which is to have some 
staff prepare an RFP in the event that it's necessary to go 
forward with that document. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: I have a couple of questions, Senator, 
if I may. I would like the Director to explain to me the 
process. You have five major contracts for the Lottery, correct? 
I'd like for you to explain to me the process in which you went 
about letting those contracts and maybe just give a brief 
description of each one of them, if you will. 
MR. MICHALKO: Mr. Condit, Senator Dills, members, 
included in the packet of documents which was submitted to you in 
preparation for this hearing, is a section, I believe it is 
Section II which deals with the major contracts which the 
California Lottery has let to date. Those five major contracts 
basically involve the following, and I will try to explain each 
of the processes individually. 
The five contracts involve a procurement for instant 
tickets. Second, a contract for courier delivery services to 
deliver the tickets to the retail locations. The third major 
contract is the advertising of the California State Lottery. The 
fourth was the procurement of vehicles for what's known as the 
district sales representatives and the fifth major contract is a 
contract for on-line gaming equipment and services. 
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Taking those one at a time, Mr. Condit, the first 
contract, that having to do with the instant game; last April, 
the California Lottery began developing an RFP for procurement of 
instant tickets. That was intended to be a competitive bidding 
process and was initiated, quite frankly, before I was ever 
appointed as Director, but in effect, was a competitive 
procurement according to the standards of the industry. 
Unfortunately, due to the exhaustive disclosure requirements of 
the California State Lottery Act of 1984, only one vendor, 
Scientific Games, Inc., was able to successfully comply with the 
disclosure requirements. In effect, what that meant was we had a 
single vendor who would be able to provide the equipment and 
services for the instant game contract. That process took place, 
as I suggested, last May. A contract was executed in June of 
1985. 
The second major contract, in answer to your question 
Mr. Condit, has to do with the courier delivery, the services to 
take the tickets to the retail establishments around the state. 
In May of 1985, the Lottery issued a request for proposals to 
various courier companies to contract with one of them for the 
delivery of instant tickets to the retail locations. The RFP 
basically complied with the state policies for competitive 
bidding and received two bids from vendors for this service and 
ultimately, the contract was awarded to Purolator Courier for a 
one-year term. 
The third major contract, Mr. Condit, is for the 
advertising of the California State Lottery. Also in May of 
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1985, the Lottery issued a request for proposals to 150 
advertising agencies to represent the California State Lottery 
for the forthcoming year. As a result of that RFP, 18 proposals 
were received by June 7th of 1985, which was the deadline. The 
top eight proposals were submitted to the Lottery's internal 
audits office for review relative to the financial statements of 
the different vendors who were proposing at that time. 
Ultimately, five agencies were asked to make oral presentations 
to the Lottery staff and we ultimately selected Needham Harper 
Worldwide to provide the contracting services for the first full 
year of the Lottery's operation. 
Another major contract has to do with the procurement of 
vehicles for our district sales representatives. In February of 
1986, the Lottery went out to bid for the acquisition of those 
vehicles. Twenty-two California auto dealers indicated an 
interest in supplying the vehicles to the Lottery. The contract 
was awarded to Center City Ford of San Diego and although they 
were not initially the low bidder, they became the low bidder 
wi the application of the minority business allowance that the 
Lottery provided for in that bidding process. 
The final contract, Mr. Condit, is for the procurement 
of on-line gaming system equipment and services. The RFP for 
that process was issued in October of 1985. Five firms responded 
to the RFP by submitting proposals and the Lottery conducted an 
exhaustive two-month evaluation process which reviewed evaluation 
points assigned for corporate experience, contract support, 
security, technical capability, price and minority and 
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women-owned business preferences. 
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Commission's hearing, public meeting June 12 and in which you 
bring up the subject, you bring it up under the Lottery 
Director's report. It was not on the agenda as such, but your 
justification, at least your statement was, that this is 
generally where this takes place. Before bringing it up, you had 
received a letter dated June 10 from Scientific Games over the 
signature of one John R. Koza, Chairman and CEO. In that letter 
you will recall that he mentioned situations or mentioned what 
were alleged to be frauds, the Dittler's fraud, over-billing 
fraud, the termination of agreement with Dittler, Scientific's 
bid in Pennsylvania, attempted suppression of the arbitration 
decision and the auditor's opinion and so on, and in addition, 
several quotes from the auditor. Based upon that and upon your 
study of the actual auditor's report, you decided that you would 
recommend, or that you would send a letter, is that correct, to 
Scientific Games telling them that they must show evidence within 
one week's time, of the fact, that they were capable of 
continuing the printing and doing so about Dittler Brothers being 
involved in the printing. 
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that time there was only a day and a half before the Commission 
meeting and at that point, the documents which I had were court 
records and I didn't think it would necessary to duplicate 
that effort by requesting those nts from ttler Brothers. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Were you aware of the fact that in the 
master agreement contract between Dittler and Scientific Games, 
that Dittler Brothers was prohibited from contacting the 
Commission or any of its employees? 
MR. MICHALKO: Yes sir, I was aware of that. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: So that only one side of the story had 
been present before you made your decision to recommend -- or 
rather to write a letter to Scientific Games? 
MR. MICHALKO: Well Senator Dills, I'm not sure that I 
would agree that it was one side of the story. There certainly 
was a cover letter sent to me by Scientific Games. On the other 
hand, I had what I considered to be an independent decision of 
both the arbitrator and the auditor, so I presume that both of 
those gentlemen took neither one side nor the other. I don't 
think they can be characterized as having given one-sided 
information. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Is either of these gentlemen, to your 
knowledge, a lawyer? 
MR. MICHALKO: Yes, sir. I believe that one of the 
gentlemen is, indeed, a lawyer. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Is it your opinion that the State of 
California, the Lottery Commission, is a party to that master 
agreement? I asked s question before, but now it seems to be 
considerably more pertinent. 
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California State Lottery is not a r master agreement 
between Scientific Games and tt r Br 
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MR. MICHALKO: Well in the sense that the State of 
California ordered tickets from Scientific Games, I would say 
that it's a fair statement that we wou considered at least a 
third party beneficiary of the contract, if not a third party, in 
fact. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: But ' e not a rty to the contract. 
MR. MICHALKO: Well Senator, as I mentioned a moment 
ago, we're not expressly a rty to the contract. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: But you concluded, did you not, by the 
sending of the letter, that one of the two parties to a contract 
had committed a fraud, such a fraud as wou make it necessary 
for you or advisable for you to send out a letter telling them to 
void or to get rid of and to te nate one the two parties for 
a contract of which we were not a par 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, the letter that I sent, I 
believe you have a copy of it, express states that we are 
asking Scientific Games, who is a party th the California State 
Lottery, to provide us with information about how they intend to 
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fulfill their contractual obligat to us. In that letter, I am 
simply asking how they 11 so and on issue that I 
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Games not to use Dittler Brothers under a contract that has 
lasted for 25 years? 
MR. MICHALKO: I think answer quite s 
is based on the statutory language the California te 
tor, 
Lottery Act of 1984, that I the obligation, a with the 
California State Lotte Commission as a Boa , to operate the 
Lottery in accordance with the highest standards of integrity, 
honesty and security. And in my mind, Senator, it does not seem 
that we would be in accordance that statutory mandate if we 
were to be in contract with an entity which had been found to 
have perpetrated a fraud. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Is that finding final? 
MR. MICHALKO: The finding, as I mentioned at the 
Commission meeting of June 12th, was final wi r t to t 
arbitrator but obviously had the ability to be appealed to a 
judge who is the final overseer of this case. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: You said, and I want to make sure that 
everybody understands at this point, that the decision of 
arbitrator, while binding, can be appealed through the court 
system of Georgia. 
MR. MICHALKO: That is correct. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: And, in te of that fact, you f t 
that you could intervene and in fact, maybe evolve a contract 
- between two of the parties? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, not only did I feel that I could 
intervene, I feel that my reading of the statute mandates that I 
intervene. 
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re was one lawyer there 
t, criminal guilt. 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, as you read the transcript, that 
may have been an unfortunate 
been found guilty of fraud. 11 
ice wor r me to say, "had 
I do indicate very clearly in a 
sentence in t transcript and I ised 
is a civil case tween Scientific 
criminal case. 
s and 
ssion that it 
ttler and not a 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: D 
clear to the Commission? 
make t distinction very 
MR. Senator, I l eve I d if have 
reference to a copy of the transcript that you're reading from, I 
think you'll see a complete sentence in there was one of the 
first things I told the Commission on that 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Do feel t have sufficient 
authority to make such a conclusion and a decision without the 
ratification or the vote of the Commission? 
- 18 -
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, I'm not sure that I have an 
answer for this at this point. I think that, th respect to 
whether I can unilaterally terminate an reement Scientific 
Games, I would ask t t my counsel e to go back a 
research whether it's necessary to back to ssion for 
their ratification of that action. I also ink, is int, 
that it's premature for me to even late as to t r that 
will be a course of action that I want to follow As I told 
you, I'm awaiting, even now, a is ion from itor in the 
State of Georgia and once I have that report am le to 
review it, I think it would proper time for me to e a 
decision about ther it's necessary tor e 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: You don't have to make 




the rector, because recei the unanimous vote of the 
Commission. 
MR. MICHALKO: Well Senator, the Commiss on s 
authoriz , or supported I say, not authorized, 
support sending the letter out that you have reading 
from and that's basically the extent of what the Commission did. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Did you send the letter, excuse me 
Senator, did you send 
Commission? 
letter be re you got approval from the 
MR. MICHALKO: That's right, I went to the Commission 
and reviewed the issue with them and after the Commission 
meeting, I hand delivered the letter to Dr. Koza, the Chief 
Executive Officer of Scientific Games. 
- 19 -
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: When you talk about Dittler and fraud 
and all that, is there some concern about Scientific Games 
overcharging for tickets in same time riod? 
MR. MICHALKO: The issue re tive to ientific Games in 
any purported overcharge to the Lottery has been something that's 
under review by the Auditor in rgia. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Did you fi that to be correct? And 
is that fraud and is that the case for di 
contract in the state? 
ssal of their 
MR. MICHALKO: Mr. Condit, there has been no finding by 
any of the judicial entities that I have addressed that speaks to 
the issue of fraud with respect to that particular action. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: With Dittler, was there a judicial 
finding? 
MR. MICHALKO: There was a finding by both the 
arbitrator and what's known as the auditor, that used that very 
term. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: But not a court fi ng though. 
MR. MICHALKO: I beg your pa 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Not a court finding. 
MR. MICHALKO: It is r the auspices of the courts of 
Fulton County, Georgia so it is absolutely a court finding, yes 
sir. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: It's not. It's not a criminal or 
legal finding of these people. 
MR. MICHALKO: Perhaps it would be in order for me to 
clarify that this is, again, a civil suit. There has been a 
- 20 -
• 
civil finding of fraud on the part of Dittler Brothers by two 
different entities, the arbitrator and auditor. The final 
step of course, will be to go to j is overseeing the 
case but has, in ef 
case on his behalf. 
t, had these r two parties hearing the 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: In that Number 30 
make a finding that there was rpayment, did 
underpayment of over $5 million on part 
to Dittler Brothe s. 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, the issue 
underpayment had to do with a thho i 





Scientific Garnes ing, as I recall, a j icial termination. 
There was no finding that the underpayment, to the best of my 
knowledge, was, in any sense, actionable or f lent or 
anything along lines. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: An underpayment, whi re was no 
finding of it, you don't see any distinction at all. One is a 
fraud and the r is not a fraud. 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, the best way I cou answer that 
question for you is to tell you that two reports, t April 
30th Arbitrator's Decision the June 3 iter's Report, 
specifically (and I underscore specifically) conclude that there 
was fraud, and that's the only time it's used, fraud on the part 
of Dittler Brothers. No such finding has been made with respect 
to any withholding by Scientific Games. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: But this is still not final and will 
not be until October of this year when the court actually makes 
the final decision? 
- 21 -
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, I'm not certain about the 
timeframes. As I said to you a moment ago and to the rest of the 
members of the committee, there is a ri 
County, Georgia, even as we speak it 
have some case to incriminate ... 
ing on in Fulton 
very well be that we 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: That has to do with whether or not, 
whether or not they can use the Gilroy plant, whether or not the 
injunction will be sustained or abrogated. 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, I'm not certain that it's 
limited to whether or not Scientific Games can use the Gilroy 
plant. It very well speak to the issue of the overall 
relationship between Scientific Games and Dittler Brothers and 
quite frankly, I don t have that answer for you. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Well, even if it does, sir, you are a 
lawyer and you have said that this could be appealed and the 
hearings will not be held until October, isn't that correct, the 
final determination? 
MR. MICHALKO: Well Senator, the issue, in a nutshell, 
and I'd like to characterize is for all of the members of the 
committee, had to do with two independent bodies, again, 
concluding that fraud had occurred on the part of Dittler 
Brothers. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Yeah, but when is a conclusion a 
conclusion, Mr. Michalko? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, obviously this situation can be 
appealed up through the court system of Georgia and as you and I 
both know, as we're both lawyers, that process can take years 
- 22 -
literally. I felt extremely uncomfortable with continui any 
contract which has as a, at least a subcontractor, a party who 
has been found to perpetrated a fraud. in, I'll 
emphasize that I feel that that's true in light ressed 
language of the California State Lottery Act. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Did you have any other attorneys, other 
than Nancy Sweet, to assist 
did at all? 
in maki this decision, if she 
MR. MICHALKO: The issue was revi 
believe it also was, at least 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: I'm talking about 
decision to write the letter. 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, I'm addressi 
Ms. Sweet. I 
fore you made the 
that same 
timeframe. I believe that the issue was reviewed by Ms. Sweet. 
I also think t was reviewed, at least to some degree, by Mr. 
Ford and finally it was reviewed by Commissioner John Price who, 
as you know, was a 20-year Sacramento County District Attorney. 
So, in that re t, at st those lawyers did review it prior 
to my issuing the letter. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Is the Attorney General the State of 
California also an attorney for and on behalf of the Lottery 
Commission? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, the answer to that is, yes, they 
are. They are, I understand, of the opinion that they represent 
the California State Lottery only in the event that there's 
litigation and I may turn to Ms. Sweet to ask her to clarify 
that. 
- 23 -
MS. NANCY SWEET: I believe that from one state agency, 
the Attorney General's Office is involved in the legal activities 
of the state agency upon request for advice or upon mandatorily 
when it goes into court in a matter of litigation. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: It's your conclusion that the Attorney 
General is limited in giving advice? 
MR. MICHALKO: No Senator, that's not my conclusion. I 
would like them to involved from the t-go. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Well let's get right to it. Did you 
ask any member of the Attorney General's staff what was his 
opinion or her opinion as to the legality of the action you were 
about to take? 
MR. MICHALKO: Senator, the answer is that I conferred 
with Ms. Sweet who I believe had at least some contact with the 
Office of the Attorney General but I would have to ask her to 
give me some further clarification of that. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Will you do that at this time? 
MR MICHALKO: I'm not sure she recalls the 
SENATOR GREENE: (Inaudible - ke not on) 
MR. MICHALKO: Well Senator, the answer from Ms. Sweet 
is that she at least a brief contact with a representative 
assigned to the California State Lottery before the letter was 
issued. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Does that representative have a name? 
MS. SWEET: Yes he does, Senator. His name is Paul 
Dobson. He is the attorney from the Attorney General's Office 
who is assigned to the Lottery. I conferred with him briefly 
- 24 -
I 
when at one point, we were concerned that we might be involved in 
some type of litigation. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Was it re or fter action 
the Commission authorizing him to send the letter? 
MS. SWEET: I believe it was the same day after the 
Commission meeting. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: After they 
a fait accompli. 
gone ahead and done it, 
MS. SWEET: Yes, after Mr. chal had delivered the 
letter. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Well, there's some doubt in 
then, huh? 
r mind 
MS. SWEET: No, actual there wasn't at t time on 
that particular issue. I hadn't called him on that issue 
specifically. I called him on a different issue and t t was 
mentioned in passing because of the attention 
giving to the issue. 
t the press was 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: I am committed to continue this. I 
know a couple of members wish the opportunity to ask if you'll 
just give me one more moment or two to run down one other aspect 
of this that has been a puzzlement to me. 
At this Commission hearing that this matter arose, 
Commissioner Montgomery asked a question. I ask , if the acts 
occurred, talking about the alleged fraud, if these acts occurred 
in the time that Scientific Games was under contract with the 
California State Lottery or they were defrauded in two letters of 
specific recommendation of the Director. Director Michalko, I'm 
- 25 -
going to ask the representative to give us the dates. Do you 
have the dates? This occurred over a period of time, I don't 
know if Dr. Koza has any information. Chairman Varner: Mr. 
Ritter, it might be better if you stand up only because the 
microphones aren't working and by standing, I think your voice 
might carry better to the rear. Mr. Ritter, Director of Lottery 
Security: These violations occurred over a fairly lengthy period 
of time. Some of them do fall within the timeframe that 
California was contracting with Scientific Games, however, it has 
been in litigation, litigation has just recently been terminated 
and we base our findings on the litigation. We asked a question 
of Dr. Koza, Dr. Koza is an executive officer of Scientific 
Games, he did not respond but one of your own employees, Mr. 
Ritter, who is here today, responded and he gave information that 
part of it was during the timeframe in which California was 
contracting with ientific Games. 
Mr. Ritter, (inaudible) how did you obtain that 
informat and when d you get it before this particular day in 
which you gave it? 
MR. LOU RITTER: I received it from two documents that 
have been referred to previously, the Auditor's Pretrial Report 
#13 as well as the Arbitration Report. In addition, I had 
received some information from Dr. Koza in regard to how he 
priced the California State Lottery contract. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: And so you had received that before or 
after you made that statement? 
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DILLS 
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wou 1i t 
We wou I 
III We a e i 1 in 
t inn Pa Partie no ties 
Women i Lotte ac s. I d 1 remai the e 
to is ector 
MR. Yes, I Mr. I 1 ve as Ms. 
Terry Fontenette is our firmat ve Act 
Contrac ance fice to j n me at urn to discuss 
is issue. 
CHAIRMAN t we wou ke f if 
wou , is to g us a f overview 
r to te, contracts to rt se e t 
cetera, we rie 
to ask t 
MR i 
wi I n 
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f Lotte i 
r t r women 
me sta te 1i c 
i n a tate te y. i 
feas 1 y 
s i s n rams. 
Lot e 
back in June, 85 r rd acti 
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quest t you with r t or if you wou 
like me to cont with an overview, I wou to 
that. 
CHAIRMAN 
Now, I t t 
not continue overview se t n't tell us 
very I am rticu rly interes now in r $29 million 
r esentat would ' in b 11 us 
exactly is resented ~- who contracts from 
whom? 
MR. MICHALKO: Okay. Ms. Wa rs, wou a that Ms. 
Fontenette ess that since she all f res I lieve 
MS TERRY FONTENETTE: racts t nc 
the . . 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: se 
MS ry Fontenet , ef r 
ance Lotte 
r we're ta ki t 
i Ca Pr 
contrac we r ri 
contract we r on-line r 
r tis . Pu I 
dist tion s; rro i i 
an auditi f rm; il est Associ es, was 
ar i ral firm 
- 5 
1 r me, f I may, take 
a litt bi t d ientific 
s. 
MS ient fie Games had 
not g me they 
i one s a true i firm ther 
is a firm. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
MS. FONTENETTE 
figure ri r now to 
is r rt. 
WATERS: 
MS. FONTENETTE I i 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
I 
i ets to 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN 
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difficulty and got is firm a 
Northern California firm. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Harper? 
MS. FONTENETTE: Ha r, to has 
approximately $1.3 million worth of nority contracts. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: you tell me t that 
represents in terms r minori firms? Is a 
contract th one nor irm? 
MS. FONTENETTE: No to contrac I rece 
a report and there's ei to ten fferent 
es that use a game 
r t re i 
MS. FONTENETTE is di rent For the first 
game, pres tar was tely $ 15,000 on educt and med 
was about $211,000 and are l is 
approx te $945,00 for t end it 
approximate $1,592,000 fo a. 
DILLS: Let me interr you r an 
announcement. We've in t Georg court has 
5 
a is t f t the 
injunct is eser t ienti c cannot print 
n Cali 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN 1 us r is ... , 
r one We to ons in a 
I've s not 1 di ly wi 
ri rtic tion this inter st me is on s 
Sc entific Games in i 
. MICHALKO not know t. I 
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( I e 
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ject come re? 
MR. jec r come 
It not come in ract discuss we've 
had at Lotte 
Not scuss ons a 
scuss 
MR. re t to ness 
li rn te y, it not. 
- 5 
of the Cali 
Scientific Games. 
is it? 
WATERS: Not with r 
Lottery and any d scuss 
is f rst 
With respect to 
to the business 
ive to 
've this, 
entific Games, it is. MR. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN It is first t 've heard 
this? 
MR. Yes, it is. 
WATERS: me i ) . 
HILL: I r, if at the same time, we 
cou check some these women minori inesses 
that are contracting, mentioned, the $29 llion. Could 
we and also see if are 
Africa at t ? 
MS. FONTENETTE I can 
But first 
that we 's not 
{ i e) see we can t re 
cent i $22 , i t rect? 
Yes i 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN $22 
that is contract to no i f rms, 
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- 5 
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're not re. 
I m sorry, wou repeat that? 
is them at the 
r the name In some 
7 -
cases, it is not known. In the case of GTECH's, there's about 11 
areas that they can have subcontracti 
right subcontracted th nori 
a rticu1ar amount. 
in not 
had set as 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: So in ef t, what happens is 
that if I, as a majority company, and I wanted 
just made the representat t I'm goi to 
contract and I 
siness with 
minority contractors unknown, there would be no reason for 
not to sign the contract wi rti r because 
they do not have to identify who the company is, or the 
companies are, that they're going to contract 
correct? 
MR. MICHALKO: We try, we make eve 
Waters, to get 
into a contract. 




ined , I s t. Ms. Fontene 
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rs in the 
you to do 
havi 
t, please 
MR. MICHALKO: The answer to is , we that 
abili 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 1 i 
on past Needham Ha r • is nex cont act 
Let s 
th? You 
here that have a contrac lease pur 
sales representatives from r City Fo 
in amount of $5 5 i 
MS. FONTENETTE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Who are 
with this contract? 
MS. FONTENETTE: It is the owner 
it's 100 percent nori 
e ic for 
in ego. That's 
nori rticipants 
Center City Ford and 
WATERS: So all $5.5 llion 11 
be counted in the total amount of nority total you 
is that correct? 
. FONTENETTE: t $29 1 ion s inc 
$5 11 I was ract after s :r rt. 
WATERS So is $ 
$5.5 million? 
MS FONTENETTE 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Be re we t to 
on-line, '11 ta t n a nute, I am t ing n 
the t t I can fi 11 
r ze that I've a we a 
couple of more, an firm. How i 
firm r esent n 1 rs? 
60 
• 
MS. FONTENETTE The 
according to the r t as of 
iting firm right now represents, 
il, $125,826. That contract has 
is 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I'm sorry, let's 
amount total contract? 
MS. FONTENETTE: $125,000. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: And 





MS. FONTENETTE: One 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
ar itectural f rm? 
hundr r And in the 
MS. It's $7,000 and it's 100 rcent. It's 
a woman-owned. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN $7,000? 
MS. FONTENETTE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I've s some i Perhaps 
can me to $29 11 You go now and it 
for me, okay? 
MS FONTENETTE: th the Cali rnia plant 
ion contract it's $157,000 t will r to 
minority or women-owned inesses. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: What is 
MS. FONTENETTE: It's a securi 
(inaudible - voices overlay) 
s a securi grant? 






MS. FONTENETTE: And that's the amount of dollars going 
to the minority firm. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: $157,000? 
MS. FONTENETTE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Okay. 
MS. FONTENETTE: In the GTECH Corporation contract, 
there's been $27 million encumber to go to nority and 
women-owned ... 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
MR. MICHALKO: It's not at 
is not on-line, is it? 
is time. No. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: On GTECH, I'm rticularly 
interested because, again, when you talk t GTECH, you re 
talking about intentions, and I guess have supplied with 
the names of suppliers, past the point that you actually see in 
the contract, I don't know, since you would not have required 
that, so let's now start to count t (i i in the future 
because, based on what you'r scribi to me, re rs to 
be n en rcement. 
Let's talk about what's happened since the incept of 
the Lottery and t's get some numbers. I hope re not 
counting in the $29 mill You wouldn t do t to me, 
would you? 
MS I am counti because we 
signed the contract that's r 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: not include GTECH in 
what we're talki t in minori rticipation because I 
don't think -- ess ve done some t the time 
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I have. Ri 
minori 
now, -- $5.8 
so contract 






GTECH is here and 's just given me 





t the intentions are good, t are you 
t already $5 llion in printing? 
MS. FONTENETTE: Not just in inti There's about 
six or seven areas that 've spent. 




e that one f the board; I'm going to deal with that 
really want to get an t has happened in 
nority rtici t since ion, to the 
in re contract se it 11 
at Scientific and Ha r, in 
earlier ones t we've had complaints 




've some i , and we 't know about it, we 
should find out more today. Wou rather just conclude that 
you just didn't very in the first r and that you've 
gotten r act r are wi the 
intentions the islature and may i tter. Maybe if 
you do that, we don't have any because I will upset 
if you try and sl me. Perhaps we t r do that. Is that 
okay? 
63 
UNIDENTIFIED VOICES: (Inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Okay. Why don't we move forward 
and conclude that you haven't done very much but now you're on 
track. What are you going to do? 
MS. FONTENETTE: In the area of the contract that 
was just signed, we are working with GTECH in order to (along 
with their consultant) to find and search out minority firms in a 
variety of areas. We've been working very close, we've 
developed forms, procedures, and verificat and certification 
of procedures that they will follow when they subcontract with 
minority firms, to ensure that the $27 mill ment 
contract is actually spent with minority firms. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: So you have a better 
and monitoring system to make sure that 




ASSEMBLYWOMAN W.ATERS: All r t. 1 I can 
to 
is say, 
"Fine. We want you to do 
c at that." 
I'm concerned 
Har r Worl de does 
community in terms of it 
What do you do to keep 
t we' e i very 





reputa on n 
Needham 
minori 
with norities to te. 
i ? You have spoken 
me t Needham Harpe s i nori contractors, 
based on six different 
about $945,000 out of 
understand, right now, 
in the future, but 
the 
s, have iven me a fi re 
$22 11 I'm so sure that I 
it means or t's going to mean 








e can conclude t there 
tant 1 rtic t What are we going 
can we assure s area? 










I'd like to re r 




li r State Lottery. 
steps have 
to increase minority 
th is issue in the 
r attention to rt on the 
figu e to 
f re 
$2 1 f re; 're not same 
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Why was the percentage for games 1 3 as as 
it was? To do the of outr in i rs the 
lead times that we had in 1 e, t 
I understand the games (because of 
sales), the materials came up much more qui ines; 
they felt the first pr ity was to del r materials to the 
Lottery. 
Happily (if there is s to sales s ing 
somewhat), we've been able to plan a little bit ter, 
Needham has taken several steps to outr to nority 
subcontractors. They keep a runni log ry sing 
contact with every minority subcontractor; wi tails who 
spoke; what was the material in quest ; if, in , no job was 
awarded to that minority subcontractor, there is a reason 
For instance, they d not an e kind of 
press to run the s we needed a r, Lottery 
receives t logs. Be re invoice, r a 
commercial, for whatever is signed, is on 
that invoice and again, a reason was a 
vendor. So, we're with the ress t' 
As we move to future, this current contract expires 
at the end October. As we move 
contract, Lotte I thi Lot ry's 
responsibil ty es lish a you wil , or some 
type ram to even way we reject the nori 
community r subcontracting. 
RMAN CONDIT: Are you fi , Ms. Y.laters 
66 -
Let h 
a lis Mr. 11 s on 
li t Mr. 11 same Mr 1 
Or want Mr. Harris to his? 
ASSEMBLY~~N HILL: Mr. , Mark, I 
was ve i in t r 11 women 
rtic t , as was Ms Waters, irman G .0., 
Mr. re, literal at 
t i is out. I can 
provis t some i 
Lottery ss was ion some 
s tement in terms were to 
; I i contracts over $500,000, 
t the Lottery ss ; essent 
is is all is 
r t rs t 
1, r Mr. Harris , 
t i met? 
MR. answer to , 
we ve ss s 
is ions 
enette ini , we are maki eve 
meet is t as 
Commiss 's own icy that 
ASSEMBLYMAN HILL: But, your major 
$500,000 cont said 're 
supposed to you -- wasn't re 
7 
all 






11 is II 










ractor -- the 
t they're 
t the 
Commission had to take in terms of -- all those provisions 
been met? 
MS. FONTENETTE: ss 
and res process in ir 
're in your packet. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 










you're talki -- we certainly d s that legis tion; it is 
by no means the ideal; it is by no means 
really wanted; Mr. Elihu's vote was an ace 
this is not of anythi really 
we in a compromise with, in no 
were goi at t 30 percent partie tion. 
t Maxine Waters 
nt vote 
t 




Because we have worked wi affirmat act r so 
all i tryi to get participation 
of procurement act vities as it relates to 
t ss can t legislat 
it is we i 
sines of 1 




11 repre s to 






are not satisfied with legis 
r intent 11 not be 






















t 're worki unless we rea a e very 
active, we care about is area noth is to happen 
t's we 
CONDIT 
we'l Mr Harris. 
HI I 
sion i 
ses it certa 
I li ei r. 





if we t i 
i Mr. 11 fini , and 
Ms. Waters me my 
r re was a lot of 
was 't ece is tion that 
r 
is in terms direction that 
If we're unsatisfied with 
t es in 
iness, I s 
Lot ry business 
next 
is ture to carry forth some new 
this s 1 is t 
Lotte ss met all rements 
to 
Obviously, the 
we init lly 
i 
UNI I ED 
ASSEMBLYMAN HILL: 
bri i r 
CONDIT: 
i icated t d t 
r i s; is t ri 
ASSEMBLYMAN HILL: I 
Lotte 
id out in t legis t 
we r ece 
- two voices) 
Ms Water would consider 
, I 
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tion that I asked 
irements that we 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: That's a contradiction then. You said 
"yes," but then the testimony indicates you're trying to do more 
and that you should be doi more. 
MS. FONTENETTE: Since is tion was , we 
have adopted additional policies per that is 
just begun to initiate that because it was just appr by the 
Commission this month, and we're coming 
Legislature on the policy statement. 
th a r rt to 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: So your 
within your own internal policy 
icies are new r irements 
nority hiri than 
the legislation is: is that correct? 
MR. MICHALKO: That is correct. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Well, maybe we ought consider 
adopting your policy then. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: No. Don't 
at that. You see when you talk s 
Condit you rn to it 
When you start to talk t cies 
that go above and -- I real 
but I know one thi for sure; t there's 
talks about absolutely, the example, int 
too i to j 
r rs, Mr. 
t ve y well. 
t re 
in t t 
that I 
t 
earlier, and show them that you never ract wi until 
they demonstrated, in their ract, 
have minority part ipation. 
You don't have an c 
allow you to get out it, if, in fact, 
that intent yours, is not met, you see 
- 70 -
in a cont that 11 
t requirement or 
I'm sayi ? So, 
you know, we don't to 
of this stuff very well. 












ich I consi 
11 be i 
th r; 
contract 
r, I rs all 
r i , as 
not carry out 





res in first week 
t 
Oc r; Oc r 3rd is of fie 1 date; it has two 
si extensions i are avai at 
Director. 
WATERS: 1 r If, t, - that 
out to b d, s t cor ect? 
MR. GUTIERREZ If two cont act ex i are not 
exerci 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: You contract extension 
Ha r? cr e to me 
what's the reason for t? 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Al 
into, when we first start 
t contracts that we entered 
Lottery, a s x or 
month extension. The i i was that we were enteri so many 
raid that substantial contracts (big contracts), t we were 
twelve months ter, when all came , we litera ly, would 
be bornba with t ing to run the Lotte t to now 
recons r contracts. So, we tri to give ou se a way 
1 
to stagger certain contracts, if the rformance is satisfacto 






So we cou 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Yes, ma'am. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: There isn't 
do that is there? 
s enter nto 
th 
reason r to 
MR. IERREZ We 11 discuss t i rnal make 
that judgment at the next Commission meeting. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I am interested in 
fact, t a minor contractor comes in 
ing if, in 
r the major 
and you get an RFP out, and have a nor contractor 
comes in to bid, would that minority contractor be cons 
the major contract? 
rna 1 am. 
MR. GUTIERREZ: If that's 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS 
MR. GUTIERREZ: No. 
You know I ask 
WATERS: Because all of 





MR. IERREZ: You th issue, 
ite frank , As Water • 
major entr reneur, a very, very 
co at happened 
what kind int va that 
process versus a smal r mom 
struggl wi t. 
- 72 
an owne comes in -- a 
owner of a la 
no 






ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Well, there should not be a 
struggle. As you struggle, some 
this for a long time will give 
us t struggl with all of 
benefit our ice. 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Appreciate it. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: First all, even though we are 
attempting to ensure that you have minority rticipation, there 
should be nothing in your options t would excl 
possibility of minorities tting whatever can 
if 
on 
the fact that they qualify, they can te, ended 
up providing 90 percent of the services for the Lottery, then 
what's wrong with that? You see what I'm 
tell me that you've been str 
advertising firm comes in --




$22 million, you would feel guilty because 
i ? So, if 
f a b 
ious , are 
ract i 
not 




MR. GUTIERREZ: No. I 't ink t' t I meant. 
I meant 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: You know what I'm i ? 
MR. GUTIERREZ: We ... 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: t are str li ? 
What I want to know is, because have known all a that 
subcontract, wouldn't it tell you that there are 
could supply goods and services to the Lotte 
interested in doing something like that? 






ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: They're majors. 
MR. GUTIERREZ: I appreciate that part. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I don't mean I want them excluded 
(inaudible). 
MR. GUTIERREZ: They will not be; that's an assurance. 
The thing we're struggling with is in setting up the evaluation, 
the points that we give in evaluating vendors. We ascribe ''x" 
number of points to being a minority-owned business and do we 
give a sole owned, minority business the same points that we 
would a nonminority sub, I guess the answer is, "Yeah, we have 
to." We haven't faced that problem ... 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Yes, but let me just tell you, if 
this you know I would like to be somewhat instructive, if I 
may ... 
MR. GUTIERREZ: I appreciate that; yes ma'am. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: If you have a minority-owned 
business who comes in for a major contract, and that person, 
obviously, can compete based on their qualifications and all the 
other things, you can treat them just like you treat a 
white-owned major company; require them to be (inaudible) 
participation of those who fall in the other category. 
MR. GUTIERREZ: As a matter of fact, as I'm sitting here 
listening to you describe the situation, you're describing Center 
City Ford in San Diego. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Well, my point •.. 
MR. GUTIERREZ: That's exactly what we did. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Well, that's okay. 
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MR. GUTIERREZ: So we're no longer struggling 
issue; I guess we resolved it. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: No, t s 
MR. GUTIERREZ: That's what we did. 





That's only $5 million, you know 
real money. 
We want to at some of the 
MR. GUTIERREZ: A million here, a llion t re, et 
soon you know. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: A million here a million there -
hat But still, I don't want you to think $5 million is major 
when you're dealing with $121 Ilion and ' e li t , so 
what I'm saying is, you can just do it on the results. 1 
right? 
MS. FONTENETTE: In the criteria that I've set , when 
we evaluate proposals for bi rs and contractors, we assi 
percentage points based on the MBE or WBE rtic t If it's 
a company owned by minority and women-owned, then receive 
those assigned points, based on their dollar amount. If their 
dollar amount was $5 million, they would receive a percentage of 
I the -- let's say it's 10 points -- they'll receive 10 points 
because all of their contract is within the MBE/WBE 
participation. If they were to subcontract let's say with a 
women-owned firm -- it would still come out to be 100 percent, 
because both are minority or women-owned. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Okay. Mr. Harris and then Senator 
Greene. 
- 75 -
SENATOR GREENE: I have another question for him. 
(inaudible) policy meeting, policy, policy. You can correct me 
if you want to but this does not 
policy statement (inaudible). 
r to a ( i ible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ELIHU HARRIS: It doesn't appear to me to be 
a policy statement -- I mean a poli Cou you correct me? 
MS. FONTENETTE: In the et. Ins we intend 
to, for this particular policy statement that was pr red for 
the Commission -- that every contract that's over $500,000 would 
say, "It is the policy of the California State Lottery to require 
all bidders 11 It would be a new subcontract or contract 
portion. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS: But you do not a 
well-articulated, specific, poli relative to affirmative 
action. I'm not talking about a statement, I'm talking about a 
manual a policy manual on affirmative action t t a 
number of things, including how, in t, 're ing to review 
those companies who, in fact, do not meet, or in terms of their 
performance, relative to meeting whatever they articu ted in 
their proposals. In fact, articulated ve clearly what the 
weight is for the minority for minority or women-owned 
participation in contracting opportunities. Seems to me what you 
have is a theoretical statement and not one t ifically 
articulates what the program is, how it's 
and, in fact, what the impact will be on 
considerations. 
- 76 -
i to be reviewed 
ture contract 
MS. FONTENETTE: Insi of t poli , we the 
criteria that's set up and it gives an e t we would 
do on a contract; it gives 11 iness erence int 
system that we would use; the contract terms; contract 
compliance verification - a tern t was alr ed this 
year, in February. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS: re is t? see i 
statement. 
MS. FONTENETTE: It 1 S on page 4. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS: On page 4 of the first section. 
MS. FONTENETTE: t. And in tom outline at 
the bottom of 4, begins ocess t n 
the Lottery is required to do ior to t release RFP or 
RFI or any negotiations t will 1 to a contract ing 
$500,000, and we ll be tti e out n di ect ves a 
with this policy and procedures to the is ture to MI-l. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS: How is is revi n 
determination, for example, Needham Harper, whi i to 
considered for recommendation r ei r a new contract i 
offered, or an exercise of the option by the rector How is 
this policy going to be us 
the past year? 
in reviewi their per rmance in 
MS. FONTENETTE: In reviewing the 
Harper, I, along with other programs the 
r of Needham 
rtising program 
and marketing program, would put in my asses t 
have done in regards to minority and women partici tion. 
7 -
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Mr. Harris, I i may want 
same to know that Needham Ha r is no 
principals. Isn't t correct 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Ha 
that will be ratified (if I r 
September or October. rrent 
but they are undergoi a mer with 
agencies. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: So t 
that you contracted with or inal 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Yes, ma'am. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
exercise your option. 
, t 
MR. GUTIERREZ: 
says this contract t t 
Harper Worldwide, or 










Director of the California Lottery must 
i in a t 
so met in 
Harper 








as to whether or not ings su f nt y to 
reconsider the extension. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
look at that very, very careful 
(and I may be a r 1) 
exercising that kind of opt 
the company has been sold, 
we would feel that that 








MR. GUTIERREZ: I ec te 
8 -
1 d ter 
e I know is legislator 
're 
tom line is 
entities involved, 
to it up 
r 
I 
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS: I ask a more questions? 
What is, in terms of that, let me 
contract in particular, t 
You mentioned $4 
was spent on creative ef rts 
and how was that spent? 
MS. CLARK: 
6 is $4 million total for 
production; and $13.8 million 















ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS: How much t went into nority 
newspapers or io stations, 
MS. CLARK: $1.6 1 
television stations, newspapers, 
approximately 12 






ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Cou 
minority targeted and nority 
like? 
r io s a ions, 
rcent 









these discussions over the rs, I now t t 
e 
can 
major owned, white-owned radio stat , television station, 
a 
whatever, who tells you t can 
nori 
here. 
fi res where, 
supposedly, they may target 
should be some distinctions 
asked you about minority-owned. 




distinction. When we lay out, from a mar ti 








television audience. That is some i 
closely. 
we've 
In terms of owner 
points. One is, in many cases, 
stations (some of them are small) r 
frequently, and we often 
non-unreported sources to 
example is black 
to e r 
te ne exac 
io sta ions 
The National Associa on 
report that there are 7 in Californ s out 
radio stations in the state). We are cu ent 
of those 7 stations. The reason we 
7th is it has a Christian religious rma 
inappropriate for lottery rt si , so 
develop better information on the owne 
it is not available through norma 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS 
newspapers? Do you advertise in 





MS. CLARK: All right, re are 5 
newspapers in the state and we're current 
those -- that's 90 percent. When we make a 
Spanish language or black-targe r 
announcement, we will make two insertions 
n t ing very 











in 46 of 
in either a 
nority 
newspaper versus only one in neral ience rs, to 
- 80 
• 
make sure we have adequate coverage of those minority 
communities. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I 
representation. 
MS. CLARK: We're maki 
't rstand 
two insertions in 
r 
nori 
newspapers; we're only making one in the ral ience. 
t 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: t's over a ifi riod of 
time? 
MS. CLARK: Each -- the newspaper advertisi is run at 
the beginning of each game. It's kind of an "information only," 
here's a new game. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I see; I see. So 
in the minority-owned newspapers? 
re's two ads 
MS. CLARK: Versus on 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
one in neral ience. 
MS. CLARK: The cost to 
dramatically. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: 
mislead me and don't talk about 
1 ba nee amount? 
that ad varies 
course it s. So 
you can't even lead to 
't 
far, you're fine in terms of what you attempt to do, but we 
confused if we allow you to say in so many words, we cannot 
more in the minority papers because we place two as opposed 
one in the majority papers, when in fact, there's a great 
difference between a $100 ad in some small minority owned 
newspaper and a $6,000 ad, or $10,000 ad in the 
Times, so I .•. 






ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I'd ef r 
ts about how good are in dol r 
MS. CLARK: ne f 
43 percent of t s in nor 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I 





SENATOR GREENE: Well, 
at several of the areas e 
colleague, Assembl rs, 
future plans and t 
have a situation re the are 
areas that are e r 
population as well; re 
particular industries t 
all the minority bus ss ing 







ta to me 
s 1 11 
carr t s 
r Senator 
r s I look 
r 
t we also 
some of se 
ce to majority 
it in ir 
r ec ate 
nor ties t 
course we are members of the bi r tter soc e How are 
we doing in that area? 
And specifical , as I -- now 
minorities overall, re are some Asian i 
ink 
can 
anything any Anglo firm can Inc eas are more 
Hispanic and Black firms t can of 
their ability to function as t ree are 
minorities getting in on sines is toward 
general population, rather 
saying you're doing it to 
r 
r 
segregated just to the minority i 
percentages there? I understa 






to -- and I'm not 
r 
are r 
reas where you 
at ings 
like trucking, photography, 
firms that have national contract , 
their services 
services are B 
in 9 s out 
rtisi , there are 
no one who views 
10, no one i t se 
or Hispanic or Asian Certainly i 
architecture, in iti re, 
across the , Asian, Hi 
e areas 
nic, B f rms, 
firms who are le 
nonminority firms. So, 
ser ci 
are we i 
MS. FONTENETTE: In t 
everythi s to th 
the contract, go out a 
SENATOR GREENE: 





re i a me 
SENATOR GREENE: I ask II 
re 
give me the circumstances II , 11 I want 
r; 
MS. FONTENETTE: (I 
MR. GUTIERREZ: No. 
e Pasteu 
t s not 







tion as a 
t cat r 
r i i firm, 
can't, e of 
-own so who 
ree ncies 




rtisi being bought by BBDO; it's the wor 
SENATOR GREENE: What e letters s for? 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Do you know, Terry? 
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UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: ( Inaudi ). 
SENATOR GREENE: What is it? 
MS. FONTENETTE: Barton Burton 
they go by ... 
in i stry 
SENATOR GREENE: 11 ease come forward to tell 
us? 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: While is tleman is 
want to remind the committee that there are 5 or 6 




who would like to come up and make some statements, so I would 
SENATOR GREENE: He's goi 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Are 
SENATOR GREENE: Yes. 
to write t name 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: What I would like to if I may, is 
bring them up. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Are 
participants in this (inaudi e). 
se nori 
MR. GUTIERREZ: I wou have to direct that 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Do you have an answer? 
SENATOR GREENE: Where's their headquarters? 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: We have two quest t have not 
been answered for Ms. Waters -- the South African question and 
this 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Mr. Condit, I just received 
with respect to the South Africa question, and so, 
answer 
tor 
Dills, I would like to correct the statement that you made with 
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respect to the Georgia litigation. I have just been handed a 
letter from Scientific Games, in response to my June 12th letter, 
and I would like to read that for the record to correct any. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Why don't you just tell us what the 
letter says and then submit it? 
MR. GUTIERREZ: Okay. With respect to the South Africa 
question, neither Scientific Games nor its parent corporation, 
Bally Manufacturing Corporation does any business, whatsoever, in 
South Africa. 
Secondly, in terms of the Georgia litigation, today, the 
Scientific Games people advise that they've just been advised, 
telephonically, that the auditor has denied the emergency motion 
of Scientific Games. The auditor did not discuss, nor disturb, 
the prior findings of Gott versus Dittler, and did not issue any 
new injunctions, so that is to correct the earlier statement that 
was made that the auditor, somehow, changed the findings of 
fraud. He did not even address those. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Well, it's the finding of fraud that 
are stayed at this point by the Court, is that correct? That 
doesn't change anything at all. I didn't hear that indication 
from him. Well, let's not get back into that. We have an 
enormous -- I mean you're going to come back at some time and 
we're going to talk about that some more. 
I want to ask I know there are people in the audience 
that have been waiting a long time to come up. I would like to 
hear from several of you that have seen what's going on; try not 
to duplicate what you've heard said up here. If you've got a 
- 85 -
problem, say what it is~ or, if you have a positive point, let's 
make it as brief as possible so that we can move on. I'd like to 
ask, is John George, from Alameda County, here? And then, Frank 
Mingo next. And then, gentlemen, why don't you just come up, 
line up, and make your statements. Identify yourselves. 
MR. JOHN GEORGE: My name is John George, member of the 
Alameda County Board of Supervisors. 
I don't want to add anything but reinforcing questions 
by Assemblywoman Waters, Senator Greene, and I'm going to submit 
my statement, but I want to raise a few questions. 
This will be focusing on the advertising contract. May 
I ask the members of the Committee to request answers to the 
following questions (even if they duplicate a little bit): 
One, has the advertising agency, that's Needham Harper 
Worldwide, done any research to determine who's buying the 
lottery product and that would include also the successor? Who 
conducted this research, and for what source was this information 
required? 
Is the advertising agency's media product reflective of 
the people who are buying the lottery product? 
How much television has the advertising agency run? 
What percentage of its advertising rates is television, radio and 
print? 
What involvement has Needham Harper had with black-owned 
firms in the development and execution of the lottery campaign? 
This may be a duplication How many insertions have 
been made in black and (inaudible) as opposed to black directed 
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community in publication and communication companies in 
California? What is the minority staff composition working 
specifically with this account? In other words, how many 
professional staff members does Needham Harper employ? And, the 
successor situation. 
I'm hopeful that these hearings serve as the beginning 
of an effort to synthesize the Lottery Commission, would stand 
and its contractors to reflect that there is a large, large 
community which participates in the lottery games. I would 
submit this and just raise those questions which are supposed to 
be inquiries and not accusations. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Thank you, Supervisor George. The 
sergeant will take your written testimony and it'll go in the 
record. We appreciate your waiting here today and making those 
remarks. 
Do we have Frank Mingo, Chairman of Mingo & Jones 
Advertising Agency, here today to speak? Sir, would you come 
forward please? 
And, Mr. Director, may I ask you to consolidate your 
staff to one side over here, just for this part of the testimony? 
You gentlemen, if you like, may sit over here and you 
can, if all three of you are going to make statements, we'll just 
go right down the line, if you don't mind. 
Would you, when you make your statement, not only be 
brief, but just identify yourself and who you're representing if 
you're representing an agency or ••• 
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MR. FRANK MINGO: We'll be better than brief. Only one 
of us will speak. We hope that we can be helpful in an 
informational kind of way, and perhaps answer some questions if 
you have them. 
The best way to do this, is probably to tell you a 
little bit about who I am and who my corporation is, and the kind 
of businesses we do, and talk a little bit about how major 
businesses, in our experience, contract with minority and 
women-owned businesses to advertise and market to minority 
communities. 
My name is Frank Mingo. I am Chairman of Mingo & Jones 
Advertising, which is a 100 percent minority-owned company. It 
is also a woman-owned company. The Jones in Mingo Jones is a 
woman so that we are, to some extent, a double minority company. 
We've been in business approximately 10 years; our principal 
offices are in New York; we have one office here in Orange 
County, California (not here in Orange County but in Orange 
County, California), and, hopefully, we'll have another in 
Chicago, shortly. 
We are an advertising agency; we are a marketing 
company. We have approximately 150 employees around the country, 
and do, as of last year, approximately $55 million in billings. 
I, personally, have been in the advertising business some 22 
years. I've worked for major multinational companies; have been 
in senior management in multinational companies; was, in fact, a 
Senior Vice President in the second largest advertising agency in 




Our clients include, mostly, major Fortune 100 and 
Fortune 500 companies. Our major client list includes the Miller 
Brewing Company, the Kentucky Fried Chicken Company, the Seagram 
Corporation (for Chivas Regal, Myers Rum and Seagram's Gin), the 
Pepsi Cola Corporation, Westinghouse, the Equitable Insurance 
Company, Walt Disney Productions, and Pacific Bell Telephone. 
So, we do have major experience, both individually and 
professionally with many major corporations in the country • 
I've been asked to talk a little bit about how we do 
this because we are a minority owned company and we do 
participate with these corporations in business activities that 
cover both general market and minority businesses. 
We are contracted to be the minority supplier in some 
cases; in some cases we are the majority supplier; mostly, 
minority supplier. And, we've found a couple of things over the 
years. We've heard a lot of discussion here today about how 
business is being done and I have to say that in my experience 
over the last 20 years, generally, new companies or new 
organizations that are just beginning to get involved with the 
question of minority or women-owned advertising or marketing, 
generally have a fairly confused time, initially, because they do 
it in a lot of different ways, and it usually takes about a year 
to get it organized. But, once it gets organized, generally in 
year 2 on or year 3 on, it starts to fall into some fairly 
predictable categories. 
One: you have to look at the total marketing picture in 
a very segmented kind of way: Blacks have to be seen as a 
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segment; Hispanics, where applicable, have to be seen as a 
segment; in some cases, women have to be seen as a segment; and 
in some cases, it gets even broader and wider than that, but our 
experience is, generally, with minorities. 
We've seen companies attempt to address the question of 
minorities in a lot of different ways. One of the ways has been 
the way the California Lottery has done it, and that is to 
appoint a major supplier -- a major agency -- and ask them to 
contract for it. Frankly, we've never seen that work over time. 
Advertising agencies are very unique kinds of operations that 
include an awful lot of creative people and creative people, 
generally, don't report well to other creative people, so those 
kinds of things have tended to be a problem over time. 
We have seen, most often, that companies come to the 
conclusion (major corporations, and this, we assume -- we look at 
the California Lottery as a major business and I just read where 
it's the 51st largest corporation on the Fortune 500 list), if we 
look at the billings, we would assume you would have to do it the 
same way. 
And, generally, the way it is done is that companies 
contract with minority suppliers separately. Companies hire 
major agencies and then they hire minority agencies. Of all my 
clients (of all the companies I listed for you) in none of those 
situations do we contract through, or report to, another 
advertising agency. We have never done that. In point of fact, 
if we were asked to do that, we would not. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Very good point. 
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MR. MINGO: There are a lot of reasons for that. One of 
which is, one company would never have, if a major agency had the 
knowledge and the sensitivity to the community, and knew the kind 
of execution and nuances that have worked over the years in terms 
of providing advertising for minority communities, it wouldn't be 
a problem, and we probably wouldn't be discussing it here today, 
because they would've contracted with the requisite number of 
people; no one would complain about the executions; and we would 
see what had been done in the area of minority things. 
So, that is one point, and I don't take that as a 
condemnation of anybody; I don't take that as saying that any one 
person or any one organization has not done it right; I'm only 
here to say that there are ways that it is done among major 
corporations; there are ways it is done that we have had 
experience with over the years, that appear to work better 
because they work better. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Mr. Mingo, you don't -- out of those 
corporations, don't take any direction from in-house agencies at 
all? 
MR. MINGO: We have taken direction from in-house 
agencies. Let me explain what I mean about direction. One of 
the things you have to do in order to make any kind of 
advertising and marketing program work, is to set up a set of 
finite objectives as to what you want to achieve in a year; and 
then you have to look at the ways -- from a strategy development 
point of view that you want to achieve them. Now, unless you do 
that, then we really don't have anything to judge at the end of 
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the year. We don't know about the performance because we've set 
up no standards in advance, so that, generally, taking direction 
from in-house agencies is a function of working together with 
them to develop objectives, to agree on strategies, and then 
these objectives and strategies are executed by us as an agency. 
And, that is basically what it is. I think it is very, very 
important; it's something that we spend a lot of time doing -- is 
setting up those objectives so that we have a way, at the end of 
each year, to be able to determine whether or not we have done 
our job, and whether or not those objectives have been solved. 
I had only intended to speak about 5 minutes; I brought 
my colleagues: Joe Muse, President of J. Melvin Muse, which is my 
California subsidiary; and C. Y. Jackson is the Director of 
Segmented Marketing at Flair Promotion. We would like to answer 
any questions you may have. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Thank you, sir. Mr. Hill has a 
question. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HILL: I guess first, Mr. Mingo, I think I 
ought to say that I think you've made a very impressive 
presentation. Obviously, your corporation is very substantial, 
and seems to have a logical, laid out plan. Am I to understand, 
essentially what you're saying, is that fundamentally, what you 
see as a proper structure for the Lottery Commission, as opposed 
to 9oing through a Needham Harper and then trying to contract 
with a firm; your suggestion is that somehow that Lottery 
Commission contract ought to be split off; that, in terms of 
dealing with the minority community-- let's say the advertising 
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for the minority community -- you ought to deal directly through 
somebody such as yourself because you're avoiding the creative 
differences, and that sort of stuff? 
MR. MINGO: I must admit that we have very little 
experience in public sector advertising contracts. We have some; 
we've done some work for the U.S. State Department; done some 
work for the State of New York; and, we've done some work for the 
City of New York; but we really don't have a lot of expertise in 
that area, and I'm not sure I'm saying that. What I am saying, 
however, is, I'm saying that it has been my experience over time 
that this kind of situation has worked better than any other. I 
have never seen a situation in which an organized, advertising, 
sales promotion, and marketing agency reports through another 
agency of the same kind and have that situation work. Now, I 
don't know whether that applies here or not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HILL: I've got to be honest, one of the 
frustrations I think I've seen with the whole concept of the 
minority women thing is that you tend to get into, at least a lot 
of times, circumstances where you get shell corporations set up, 
dummy people, etc. etc. Obviously, that's not the situation with 
your company and I guess my next question is, Mr. Michalko, it 
seems to me the plan that Mr. Mingo here has laid out makes 
sense. Is there a structural reason why, let's say, business for 
the minority community, advertising business specifically, cannot 
be broken off and opened to bid to firms who have expertise in 
that area? 
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MR. MICHALKO: To the best of my knowledge, there would 
be no reason to say that that couldn't work. And that's 
something that I will tell you, we will explore as an 
alternative. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Any other questions of Mr. Mingo? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Well at least we make women 
something. (Laughter) 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Thank you, sir. You made a great 
presentation. You got a commitment from the Director to explore 
that and we'll follow up on it. Thank you gentlemen, too, for 
being here. I appreciate your sitting here all afternoon. 
MR. MICHALKO: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: We have Frank Moreno, Awards Media. 
MR. FRANK MORENO: Good afternoon. Frank Moreno from 
Awards Media, a specialty advertising firm. First of all, let me 
say, I come here incensed at the comments that were made in the 
L.A. Times by Mr. Brad Fornaciari regarding undocumented workers. 
His comment, if I may just paraphrase it, was that if another 
undocumented worker won the Lottery, it would be a bad thing for 
the Lottery. Furthermore, he continued on to say that it would 
not be good, it would not be good for marketing. That was in 
Sunday's L.A. Times. 
The Hispanic community, Brad Fornaciari, the Vice 
President of Needham Harper who is an advertising executive, I 
might add 
SENATOR GREENE: I hope you noted that. 
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CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Just a moment, did you have a question 
for him? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: I just want to be clear. One of 
our contractors said that? 
MR. MORENO: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: It was reported in the papers? 
MR. MORENO: Yes, I have copies for your perusal. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATERS: Okay . 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Sergeant, why don't you get that and 
Mr. Moreno, you can come up and finish your testimony so we can 
try to move through this. 
(Multiple voices - inaudible) 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: We can make copies of it. That's 
fine. We'll actually take your word for it at this point. 
MR. MORENO: It has to be circulated because I have 
quite a bit of information for this proceeding. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Well, finish your testimony first, 
sir. 
MR. MORENO: The reason I am incensed is not only from 
my own personal perspectives with regards to this issue, but 
also, I come here as a spokesperson; a spokesperson for people 
within the Hispanic community which Mr. Alatorre represented very 
well and I'm sorry he's not here anymore; and I also represent 
six months of research into this contract. Six months ago, I sat 
down with some representatives of the Black community and Asian 
community, and we decided that what we would do is we would look 
very closely at this advertising, this $22 million advertising 
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contract. What ensued was a study as soon as the reports came 
out from the Lottery Commission which at times took longer than 
usual but we got them nonetheless. We went through those 
numbers. Now, we all know what those numbers are. Mr. Michalko 
knows what the numbers are, I know what the numbers are, we both 
get the same reports. It is astonishing, at least to us, that 
our figures don't coincide. Maybe there's some information that 
we do not have. We certainly don't have the information with 
regards to Game 6. The most updated information I've received is 
Game 5 and I received that this morning. 
The problem has been that the Hispanic community, the 
Black community and the Asian community do not believe that a 
serious effort has been put forth to let those communities know 
that these sales, that they can win. For example, there's no 
bilingual information in the Asian community and I can speak 
directly to that as I have confirmed with some people from the 
Asian community. The tickets in the back, for the winning 
people, are printed in English. There is concern in the Black 
community, for example, and I've spoken to several newspaper 
owners within the Black community, specifically the Southwest Way 
and the Los Angeles Sentinel, that are dismayed at the dollar 
amounts that have been spent. I think up to Game 4, the figures 
that I had come up with was about $9,000. They were appalled 
really. 
The Hispanic community has been looking at the dollar 
appropriations. I have been in consultation with people from the 
Hispanic Publishers Association and basically, what's been 
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happening is that we're beginning to see a pattern and that 
pattern is that we have, for example, what we call media 
production and the media advertising which everyone advertising 
buys a newspaper, etc. That, for example, media production, 
there's a larger chunk than your advertising in newspapers, in 
television, in radio. There's more dollar amounts in that 
production area. 
Second of all, we came across a very startling thing, 
something that disturbed us. we came across a firm that I 
communicated with Terry Fontenette a couple of times asking 
whether or not this firm was, in fact, a minority firm. The 
question cannot be answered. Upon doing a little bit of my own 
research, I found out that at least up to 45 days ago, this 
company was not even a company in the State of California. 
So, these questions have arisen and what we would like 
to see, and what we're seeing here today is part and parcel of 
what's happening, is that there should be a performance audit and 
a financial audit to make sure that these contracts are being 
allocated in the proper manners; that the Auditor General, for 
example, might take a closer look at this to make sure that there 
is a performance in the minority communities, that the actual, 
let's call it the goals, will show we've thrown 30 percent goal, 
20 percent goal. The fact of the matter is we're looking at 12 
to 13 percent. Well, what are goals for if you're not going to 
make them? 
To close, I would like to further let you know that the 
Hispanic community, in general, after this comment was made in 
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Sunday's Times, is very, very incensed and if Needham Harper 
feels that there's going to be a marketing problem, just wait 
until the rest of the community reads that statement. Gentlemen, 
thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Thank you for your time and thanks for 
waiting all afternoon. I appreciate it. You have a comment or 
question? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HILL: Maybe just a comment. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Thank you very much, it's just a 
comment. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HILL: You ought to hear it because it's 
directed to you. I guess it's like the "agony and the ecstasy." 
I think I just was very impressed with the previous presentation, 
and from the previous gentleman from New York, I think had some 
very constructive suggestions, some very constructive criticism. 
And now, I hear you come forward, basically, just complaining, 
whining, and sniveling about not getting a contract. The fact of 
the matter is the previous testimony, which I understand you sat 
through, very clearly laid out that the Lottery Commission is 
meeting all of its legal obligations in terms of issuing 
contracts and I would suggest that, if you're interested in 
getting a piece of the Lottery Commission action, maybe a better 
approach would be a positive approach that has something to offer 
as opposed to just a complaint session. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: We're not into rebuttals here but if 
you would like •.• 
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MR. MORENO: Just for the form, Mr. Hill, we did meet 
with the Lottery Commission on April 12th and we met with Needham 
Harper on May 28th. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Noted the gentleman said that he's met 
with the Commission plus Needham Harper as well. 
MR. GUTIERREZ: To clarify for the Chairman, he met with 
the Lottery staff, not the Commission. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Thank you. We get confused about 
who's the staff or Commission ourselves. 
Pauline Marzette, the Executive Director of Sacramento 
Connection, a businesswoman's magazine. Would you identify 
yourself for the record please? 
MS. PAULINE MARZETTE: Good afternoon, Pauline Marzette, 
Executive Director of the Sacramento Connection Magazine and 
Executive Director of Marzette and Associates, Marketing 
Management Firm. 
I'm here to specifically address some issues as it 
relates to women. One of the things that we would like to do is 
offer assistance rather than criticism. I think enough of that 
is going around today and I'm pretty sure they understand what 
their role is. 
We have a magazine and I'd like to pass out copies to 
you. This is the only publication in the Sacramento area that 
addresses the needs of businesswomen in this community. One of 
the things that I found out is that there is not a real strong 
lobbying advocacy group for women. This is one vehicle and in 
the magazine, in this particular issue, it addresses local, state 
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and national concerns as it reflects to women-owned businesses. 
Also, two of the areas that an article listed in there that was 
prepared by the Department of Transportation on how to do 
business with the Department of Transportation's Minority and 
Women Business Program. I suggest that the California Lottery do 
something very similar. It's not using vehicles that are already 
in existence. I really, strongly feel that it's creating and our 
magazine is available. We'll be more than glad to publicize 
something to our readers regarding the California Lottery and how 
to participate. I also strongly feel that the California Lottery 
needs to specify participation in terms of goals. How much 
participation will be expected in terms of meeting minority goals 
for minorities and percentage for women. 
have a 13.3 percent participation goal. 
Many state agencies 
I have not heard that. 
I also strongly feel that a monitoring system, 
certification, verification, evaluation and an investigation 
system needs to be set up. And, I think, as was mentioned 
earlier today, that will come about when you establish some type 
of a policy. I have a copy of what, maybe, two other agencies 
have put together in terms of their Minority and Women Business 
Enterprise Programs. They might be a good examples to follow. 
One is the procedures manual for MWBE participation with the 
Department of Corrections. It's very extensive. It even gives 
ideas on how to do outreach and recruitment of minority women 
business. I think that's one area that's been neglected. 
The other one is Disadvantaged Business and Women 
Business Enterprise Program with the Department of 
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rmat Interagency Transportation. This is public i 
information, the Office of Small and 
equipped to help them epare a manual. 
nority Business is 
in, r state 
interagency agreement to he i e are 
services and programs already on line t t are not being taken 
advantage of. 
So basically, what I want to do is share and extend a 
vehicle by which to help them market ifically to the 
audiences that they are not addressing at this point in time. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Thank you very much. We appreciate 
your being here today. Any questions? Is there anyone in the 
audience that's not on the agenda who would like to speak on this 
particular issue? If you'd like to speak, this is your time to 
come forward and identify yourself. If not, we'll come back to 
the committee and if there are no other stions on this 
particular area of the agenda, we're goi to move to Item IV. 
I'm just going to announce, th the permission of the committee, 
we're going to only take up Item IV, Revenues and Expenditures, 
the Items A and B, total revenues and nditures and the most 
significant expenditures. We 11 delete from the agenda, Item V 
and Item VI for another time with the permission of the committee 
unless there is some reason for me not to t. Frank would 
like to stay a couple of more hours. Okay, we'll take up Item 
IV, Revenues and Expenditures. Mr. Director, do you want to make 
your presentation as thorough and as brief as possible? Then, if 
there are any questions, we'll try not to go over what we've 
already discussed. 
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MR. MICHALKO: Mr. Chairman and members, included in 
your book of materials is an Item encaptioned IV, number of 
winners ... I'm sorry .•. revenues and itures re is an 
explanation of our most significant itures and revenues. 
We have some charts which may help explain overall revenues 
and expenditures of the Lottery both this r, and our 
projections for next year. 
If you'll bear with me for one moment, I will highlight 
those issues for you so we can expedite is process. 
As you are all aware, the Lottery s three basic areas 
of expenditure as mandated by the California Lottery Act of 1984. 
Primarily, those speak to the issue of 50 rcent of revenues 
must go back to the players in the form izes; 34 percent, at 
a minimum, plus all unclaimed izes must go to public education 
in this state; and the remaining 16 percent has been set aside 
for administrative expenditures. Within that 16 percent, 
however, five percent is in the form of ssions for the 
retail sales agents who sell our tickets. So therefore, we're 
operating with an 11 percent true administrative expenditure 
level. 
For Fiscal Year 1985-86, if I may briefly summarize 
this, the Lottery had total expenditures of oximately $220 
million representing about 12.6 percent the ejected sales 
totals for the Fiscal Year of $1.74 billion. 
The issue with respect to the next Fiscal Year, however, 
is something that we need to address. To put this matter in 
perspective, let me explain to you what's happening in the next 
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Fiscal Year starting Ju 1 as to is r. For seal 
Year '85-'86, our primary source revenue was from the sale of 
what are known as 11 instant 
type. As we move into the Fall 
instituting a second type of 
ti 
computerized ones that 
While 
've all 
iture leve s 










over time as opposed to the iture leve s r initiation of 
the significant 
, if you will, 
the on-line games. The on-line 
capital outlay for equ 
major expenditure 1 
t, r 
t we 1 
s, se 
f 
rience in first and 
second quarters of this Fiscal Year 1986-87. The upshot of this, 
members, is that while we a si nificant ion, if you will, 
nistrative level that we operated well low the 16 rcent 
of this year, it is not 
into Fiscal Year '86-'87. 
same situa on t t we goi 
First of all again, to e terate, we ve got a major 
expenditure in terms of on-line perhaps 
more importantly, issue of revenue 
in '86-'87 comes into play. We will 
this year, approximately $1.75 bi lion 
Instant ticket sales, r, are 
pattern which is showing a decline in 
historically in other lottery states, 





t to realize 
June 30th of 
instant tickets. 
itional 
e sales over time. And 
1 stabilization 
2 25 percent of their 
startup level. So, what we are estimating for the next Fiscal 
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Year is that instant game sales will aver about 2.2 million 
tickets per day or a total of tely $800 million for 
Fiscal Year '87. 
At the same time as the instant ti sales decline is 
coming into play, however, the new game, , the 
on-line games will be init ted. Sales r line games, in 
direct contrast to the instant games, start out at a very low 
level and gradually and progressive bui over t Our 
aggregate total sales figure for the on-line for Fiscal '87 
is also about $800 million. So right now, we are projecting 
total sales of about 1.6 billion r Fiscal '87 where we are at 
about 1.7 for Fiscal '86. 
Again, first of all, that decline in sales that we're 
talking about, coupled with the extensive equipment expenditures 
for the on-line games, tells me that we're ing to be very close 
to the 16 percent administrative level for this coming year and 
it's going to be difficult for us to set up our budget. We've 
tried to make prudent and appropriate cuts rever possible so 
that we can work within the 16 percent law 
By way of reference, Senator Dills ttee 
members, the transition year, year that we a e now entering 
where we transition from only an instant a 
multiple-game format, is the most difficult one r lotteries 
historically. And in fact, we in the booklet that we have 
before you, some reference to the percentage administrative 
expenses experienced in other lottery states during that 
transition year. Illinois spent about 18 percent in 1979-80; New 
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York State spent about 17 percent in 1979-80; and Ohio spent 22.7 
percent in 1979-80, the year they transitioned to the on-line 
games. 
The point I'm tryi to e, 







We will realize gross sales certainly below t we experienced 
this year during this transition period and our nses will be 
higher. That's an overview of where we stand and these charts 
help break down the 11 percent administrative expenditures so 
that you can all see which areas go to. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Are there any questions? Senator 
Greene. 
SENATOR GREENE: So, Mr. Michal , t will not 
necessitate any change in the structure in which you operate, 
will it? 
MR. MICHALKO: It will not. We are trying to make every 
prudent effort to make sure the administrative costs are within 
the guidelines established by law. 
SENATOR GREENE: Are you able to go outside of those 
guidelines? 
MR. MICHALKO: We are and that's we are making 
every effort to make sure that we maximize the revenues for 
education, not only to live within the 16 percent, but to attempt 
to come in below that in terms of administrative expenses. 
SENATOR GREENE: There's no ision in the initiative 
which allows for any change in that administrative cost, is 
there? 
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MR. MICHALKO: There is not, but my point was to 
contrast it with this year where we will give excess dollars to 
education because we're below the 16 
SENATOR GREENE: Okay. 
rcent. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: Education will lose 
in this budget? 
t $100 million 
MR. MICHALKO: Gordy, do you have 1 r figures? 
MR. GORDON JONES: I'm Gordon Jones, I'm the Finance 
Chief of the Lottery and I think it's a little closer to about 
$60 million this year. I can compute it in about two minutes. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: No, that's fine. We'll take your word 
for it. Senator Dills, did you want to add anything? 
Okay, if there are no other questions, that concludes 
the agenda with the commission to the Director that we will take 
up those other two items at a later date and maybe review some of 
the things we talked about today if it's okay with you. 
Mr. Michalko, I want to thank you and your staff for 
being with us all afternoon. It was most informative and we 
appreciate your being here. I appreciate the members for being 
here and Senator Dills for co-chairing this with me today. 
Senator Dills, do you have anything 'd like to say? 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: I just want to thank the staff and Mr. 
Michalko for coming and helping us. The Legis re desires and 
the Legislature needs this information and we appreciate getting 
it. 
MR. MICHALKO: Thank you very much for the opportunity. 
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CHAIRMAN CONDIT: I was informed that the Controller's 
office has someone who maybe could speak to this portion of the 
agenda, is that correct, sir? 
MR. PETER PELKOFER: Mr. Chairman, no, we don't have 
anything specifically to say. We were asked to stand by as a 
resource in case you wanted some questions answered. 
CHAIRMAN CONDIT: I appreciate your being here today, 
too. Thank you very much. The meeting is adjourned. We will be 
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I. MaJ~!_1~!!~!l Contr!f!~ 
The following are the five (5) major contracts entered into by 
the California State lottery: 
1) An Instant Ticket contract with Scientific Games, Jnc. 
in the amount of $40 million (variable). 
2) A courier delivery service contract with Purolator 
Courier Service in the amount of $5 million (depending 
upon deliveries). 
3) An advertising agency contract with Needham Harper 
Worldwide in the amount of $22 milion (depending upon 
sales). 
4) A contract for the lease/purchase of vehicles for 
sales representatives with Center City Ford of San 
Diego in the amount of $5.5 million. 
5) The On-line Games contract with GTECH Corporation in 
the amount of $121 million. 
Attachment A contains information provided by the State Lottery 
on each of the above major contracts. 
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I I • p rities and 
Policy: The California State Lotte reports its 
nachieve the most feasible and prac cal level of 
minority/women-owned business enterprises in Lot 
programs." 
policy is to 
articipation by 
procurement 
In this rega d~ the lot Commission on June 19, 1985, adopted a 
policy statement which requires a portion of the Lottery 1 s major 
contracts (exceeding $100,000) for goods and services to be 
subcontracted to minority, women, or small business enterprises 
whenever reasonably feasible. Joint ventures or ownership 
including these features are acceptable in lieu of subcontract ng. 
In accordance with SB 34 (Dills) of this legislative session, the 
Lottery Commission on June 12, 1986, adopted a policy requirin9 
bidders and contractors in major contracts (exceeding $500,000) to 
include specific plans or arrangements to utilize subcontracts with 
socially and economically disadvantaged small business persons. 
These are defined as minorities, women, and other natural persons 
found by the lottery Commission to be disadvantaged. In evaluating 
contract proposals, the Lotte plans to assign percentage points 
based on the participation level of these persons. 
Q~~!!!!_Fi~~!~~: During the first eight months of operation, the 
Lottery reports it has contracts or subcontracts with 
minori /women small businesses totaling about $29 million, which 
is approximately 8.7% of $325 million contrac dollars. 
In contrast, the averaoe share of ccr.tracts received minority 
and women snall businesses in all other state agencies combined was 
14.6% during FY 1984-85 according to the Office of Small and 
Minority Business. 
~dver!i~i~~: The State lottery currently has 
Needham Harper Worldwide r advertising servi 
includes provisions for subcontracting with mi 
firms in producing Lottery advertising as well 
minority media. 
major contract with 
s. This contract 
rity/women-owned 
as utilizir.g 
The Lottery estimates that 23.6% o all production expenditures and 
11.2 % of all media expenditures for advertising have been made 
through subcontracts with minority/women-owned firms. 
Retail Contracts: A surv is being prepared regarding the number 
of-mTnorTty/women-owned retailers in the State lottery network. 
• 
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III. Adv~!!i!ing_f~!_CO!!ract! 
The original State Lottery Act, passed by the voters, contained 
language which permitted the Director of the State lottery to 
authorize the purchase or lease of such goods or services as 
necessary to operate the Lottery (Government Code §8880.56). This 
language meant the California State lottery was basically exempt 
from standard state procurement requirements. 
The enactment of SB 34 (Dills) in April of this year has 
resulted in si9nificant changes to the Lottery's contract bidding 
policies and procedures, including: 
1) Those already covered in the previous section 
(regarding min0rity, women, and other disadvantaged 
business persons). 
2) The requirement that the State lottery adopt 
competitive bidding procedures for contracts involving 
printing of tickets or the acquisition of electronic 
computer software. 
The lottery reports that it publishes a monthly updated list of 
all contracts executed during the fiscal year. This list is given 
to the lottery Commissioners and is available to the public upon 
request. 
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IV ~~!~~~~!_!~~-Ex~~~!!~!!! 
Revenues: The California State lottery is expecting to sell over 
T:l-ETTTion tickets this fiscal year. These sales will represent 
about $650 million in revenues for the state's public schools. 
Next year the State lottery estimates less ticket sales and the 
state's schools will receive about $550 million. This projected 
sales decline in the second and subsequent years is based on the 
experience of other states. 
~£~~~1!~!~!: Current law places a 16% ceiling on the amount the 
State lottery may expend on administrative expenses, including 
retailer commissions. Any portion of the 16% ceiling which is not 
spent becomes available for public schools. 
During fiscal year 1985-86, the lottery is expecting total 
expenditures of about $220 million, or 12.6% of the projected sales 
total of $1.74 billion. 
While the Lottery will net have a problem with this expenditure 
limit this fiscal year, next year is expected to be different. 
With the expected decline in instant ticket sales and the huge 
capital requirements of an On-Line system in California (over $150 
million for equipment and telecommunications) the Lottery is not 
assured of operating within its 16% spendin~ limit. This is 
assuming the amortizing of the On-line capital investments over a 
4-5 year period. 
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v. ~~~~~!~!-~in!~!!_!!!_Q!!!_~!-~innin~_Pri!!!_~l_f!!!~~!l 
The Lottery projects that about 232 million winning tickets 
will be sold by the end of this fiscal year. 
With the exception of Game #3 which had about 1 in 5 odds due 
to the inclusion of free tickets, the odds for instant games are 
generally in the 1:8 to 1:9 range. 
The Lottery states its primary objective in developing prize 
structures is to balance the appeal of the different prize segments 
in such a way as to attract the broadest possihle range of players, 
rather than encouraging an inappropriate level of play within ary 
one group. 
Through Game #5 fully 48% of California adults were reported by 
the Lottery to be playing the instant games. This compares 
favorably with other states that report player percentages in the 
30 to 40 percent range. More recently, however, the Field Po11 
disclosed that there has occurred a big drop in the proportion of 
the public who plays the State Lottery. In a survey conducted in 
~ay of 1986, the Field survey found that just 12% of the public 
accounts for 69% of the Lottery•s total volume. 
Moreover, a comparison of the demographic characteristics 
across the various categories of lottery ticket purchasers shows 
that heavy players are more likely to be male, Hispanic or Black, 
and non-college graduates. 
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VI. f!!!!!_Q!ve}~E~!nt~_!~~_!!~Eosa~ 
In late August or early September 19R6, the State lottery will 
initiate On-Line computerized gaming, starting with a game known as 
LOTTO. In approximately 5,000 retail locations throughout the 
state, players will choose six different numbers from 01 to 49, and 
these numbers will be entered by the clerk directly into the 
Lottery's computer system via an On-line terminal. A ticket is 
produced at the terminal for the customer's receipt. 
At the end of each week, the Lottery will randomly select six 
different numbers plus one bonus number, and prizes ranging from $5 
to millions of dollars will be awarded on the basis of correct 
player picks. 
The Lottery estimates that LOTTO sales for FY 86 87 wi 
just over 800 million tickets. 
total 
Pages 25-27 of the report prepared the State lottery for 
this June 24, 1986 hearing provide background information on video 
lotteries, player activated games, and te ephone lotteries. 
Prepared by Manuel Hernandez, Assembly Governmental Organization Committee 






















With the goal of an On-Line Game start-up 
ATTACHMENT A 
(CONTINUED) 
of 1986, the CSL took the necessary first twe: ve 
nonths ago tDNard procur.i:N:; the On-Line ~...er syste::7. 
by developi.n:; a.ro. i.ssu.i.n:; a draft Request for Proposal 
(RFP) asJ<.i.N:3 potential verrlor' s to propose a sys+ ....e:7, tl".at 
'WOUld achieve CSL objectives. Based largely on the 
information rec,eived fran the informational respo::"'l.Se.S, 
the CSL issued an Rr""'P in O:::t.ober, separate 
f inns re.sporrled to the RFP by sul::ro.i tti.n:j proposals. 
After the rec,eipt of the proposals, the lottery staff 
proceeded t.hrcugh a t:.hree-ronth evalu.ation proc:e.ss 
durin; \o.lhich time evalu.ation points 'W'ei'e assigned for 
corporate expe.ri~, cxmtract support, se:::::uri ty, 
technical capability, price a.ro. minority/worre."'l-o...'ned 
business pref~ for p::uposed suboontracti.rg. Again, 
the CSL o::r.plied with all a::pplicable S""...ate policies a.'"'rl 
p~~ for competitive success~~ 
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ea::.ifo::::nia State Lottery CCX'rt':'.ission 
Page 3 
anount eq..1a: to 5 per:::e:1t c: be lowes<: reSf.X:l:1sitle bic if t:Je lo .. .- ::ic r • .::s 
bee:": sl..lbT.i ttS:: by a bidae.:- \o.'ho is not a small busi.'1ess co:-::::e::-:-.. T:Je S 
percent rr.ay not ex:::eed SSOC,OOO on a:1y o:1e bid. 
Bidder A 
Bidder B 
$19,879 (claims srra::.l busi:1ess-verified srrall h.lSi:1ess) 
$18,975 (not sma::.l busi11ess) 
W:1en the 5 percent preference is ap?lied, Bidder B' s bid WJu1c be ccx;-.?..::te:: 
follo..·s: $18,575 x .05 = $9.;8.75. The small business veri.:':iee bic wo·.::.c 
reduced by $948.75 which WJuld result in t."le cont.=act being a· •. ;arded 
Bidder A ($19,879- $9~8.75 = $18,921.25). 
In regard to t."le MBE/h"BE car.;:orent, 
~~nority participation dollar or 
success:ul bidder's proposal. 
co::1tract terms will irx:lu:5e t.'r-Je 
perce::1tage am:r..:.'it as o-..:-:.::.ine:S 
as 
be 
The curre::1t contract co~plia::1ce verificatio::1 
verifying contract payme:-:ts to bo:1a fide MBE/h3E 
on Fe:;rua.ry H, 1986 a.'1d \>.'ill remain in effe:::-::. 
proced~es fo:::: rro:-~ tc::i::= 1 
was adoptee bj be Cc::r.:::-.iss.:.c:-. 
A.iy business who falsely obtains small busi.'1ess classi.:ficatic:r. .,,.:._:_::. be s:i:::Jje::::": 
to the pena.lty provisior>.s out.li.'1ed in Section 148~2 of the Srr.::.::.l B·..::si.'1ess 
Procurement and Con-:.::act Act (California Government Code). Pe:1el":ies m::y 
L'1::::lu6e ineligibility to t=a."1sact a'"ly b\.lsiness v.'i th t.'r-Je CSL fo:::: 1.:? to 2~ 
rront!:ls a.'1a/or payment to the State of any differe:::1ce betwee:: thE: CO::J-<::::=a::::r. 
aTOunt a.'1c what the CS:..' s cos":..S would have be€.."1 if t.l-}e cont.ra::::t hac bes:; 
pro?=rly aw~dec. Prime contracto::::s may be pe."le.liz~ i:: -::..~ey k::Jo,.;::.:-:;:~y 
su.bcon-::::=act \o.'i t.h nonbo:1a fide small business coocerns • 
Tne Di::::e=tor shall ref.X:lrt to t.'Je Cc:xr.:::-.ission on a qJ.art:erly basis t..~e ::.e·:e: c: 
part.icipatic:::1 of srr.c.ll businesses, sociel:y an5 eco:::1o::-.ically C.isa:: .. ·a.:-:ta9e::S 
b.lS.:...'1esses ana Califorr.ia rusinesses in a:l cont.ra::":..S awarae::S by -.::.;e cs:.. 
Fur::..'Jermore, as pa::::-t: of the resuireJrent..s o: SB 34, t."1e CS.. s!ia:l re;:x::r-:. 
leve::. o: par":.icipation to t.'1e Legisla::u::::e by July 1, 1981. 
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II. AI1JERI'ISrnG FOR OONTRACIS 
A. Experience to Date 
1. Background 
The california State lottery (CSL) was created in 1984 as a result 
of the passage of Proposition 37. In establ~ the CSL, the 
law (as define::i in Article 6, Section 8880.56), pemits the 
Director of the CSL to authorize the purchase or lease of suc.'J. 
goods or services as necessary to operate the lottery. This 
Section has been interpreted to mean that the california State 
lottery is basically exempt from starrlard State proct.li'ement 
requirements. '!his interpretation is shared by both lotte....ry house 
counsel arrl the Attorney General's Office. 
The Department of Finance arrl the Department of General Services 
have general powers of review arrl supervision over the financial 
matters of the State. '!he State normally requires that at least 
three competitive bids or proposals be secured for all rontracts 
except for EDP goods arrl services arrl Interagency Agreeme.."1ts (EDP 
services arrl goods require seven bids). Agencies are also 
required to advertise various types of contracts with a dollar 
value of $500 or :nore in the Contract Re;ister. In those 
instances where three bids or proposals cannot be al:::ftained or a 
contract award is not made to the lowest :nonetary bidder or 
proposer, a full explanation arrl justification must be made to the 
Department of General Services arrl approval must be abtainoo 
before the contract can be awardoo. General State law relatin;J to 
contractin;J is fourrl in the Government Co:le; however, specific 
State arrl Departmental policies are set forth in the State 
Administrative Manual (S.A.M.). 
2. california state lottery ~Jlt as Affectoo by SB 34 
'!he recent passage of SB 34 (Dills) has had a significant impact 
on CSL competitive bidding policies arrl procedures. '!he follow-L'"lg 
are same major provisions of this Bill: 
o By July 1, 1986, the california state lDttery must provide the 
Legislature with its plans to inplement the bill's requireme."1t 
that the CSL encourage participation by economically and. 
socially disadvantagoo small businesses in the award of CSL 
contracts. '!he plan must include the proposal evaluation 
criteria arrl sample contract ter.ms. '!his requirement applies 
to contracts whic.'1 are over five hurrlred thousan::i dollars 
($500,000). 
o 'Ihe CSL must comply with the requirements of the Small Business 
~t arrl Contract Act exceot that the CSL is substituted 
as the agency designated to cariy out any role, function or 
activity which that Act designates be perfonned by the 
Cepartments of Finance arrljor General Services. 
-1 
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o '!he CSL 
agreeme.."'lts ex1::::etJt 
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On June , 1985, 
subcontracting 
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Instant Ticket Contract 
When the california state lottery ini. tiate::l invitations 
for bids for the printin) of instant lottery tickets, 
only one (1) ven:ior, SCientific Garnes, Inc., carrplie:l 
with the disclosure requirements of 'the california 
lottery Act of 1984. scientific Garnes, Inc. , was 
therefore awarde:l a one-year contract with extension 
provisions for supplyin) the CSL with lottery tickets. 
At the May, 1986 CSL commission meetin;J, the Director 
recarmren:ie:1 that the Commissioners exercise their right 
to exterrl the contract with Scientific Garnes Inc. for a 
six-m:mth period. '!hls recoii1Irerrlation was base:1 largely 
on the fact that the lottery was in the prc:cess of 
initiatin) the start-up of On-Line Garnes (I.Drro) an:l 
that changirg the supplier of instant tickets might 
disrupt this prc:cess an:l result in a delaye:l 
i.nplementation of these gan-es. (Each week that the 
lottery is delaye:l in the startirg of On-Line Games will 
result in an approximate $5 million loss to the State 
lottery Education FUnd) • Additionally, Scientific Games 
agreed. to return two million dollars of its original 
start-up an:l in'plementation fees to the lottery in 
e.xchan::Je for the contract extension. 
The commission approve:'!. the Director's recamrnen::iation 
with the corrlition that, at the errl of the six-IOC)nth 
extension, the california state lottery will definitely 
go out to bid for the printin) of instant lottery 
tickets. 
Courier Delivery Service Contract 
In May, 1985, the CSL issued a Request for Proposal 
(RFP) for the services of a rourier cornpany to deliver 
instant game lottery tickets to its 20,000 retailers. 
'lbe RFP carnplie:l with state policies for competitive 
bidding. 'IWo ven:iors resporrle:l to the RFP. Based on a 
evaluation of both bidders an:l after points were awa...~ed 
to both corrpanies based. of the participation of minority 
an:l small businesses, Purolator Courier Service was 
awarde:l the contract. 
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On-Line Games Contract 
With the goal of an On-Line Game start-up in the summer 
of 1986, the CSL took the nec:essary first steps twelve 
nonths ago toward procuri.rg the On-Line c:o.mputer system 
by developi.rg arrl issuirg" a draft Request for Proposal 
(RFP) ask.in:; potential ven:lor 1 s propose a system that 
'WOUld achieve CSL objectives. Base:.1 largely on the 
infonnation received from infonnational respc:>nses, 
the CSL issued. an RFP in October, 1985. Five separate 
finns respc:>rrled to the RFP by submittin:; proposals. 
After the receipt of the proposals, the Lottery staff 
prcx::eeded through a three-IIOnth evaluation process 
durin:] which time evaluation points \+Jere assigned for 
corp:::>rate experience, contract support, security, 
technical ca.pabili ty, price arrl minority jwomen""''VJ11ed 
b.lsiness preference for proposed subcontractin:j. Again, 
the CSL camplied with all applicable state policies arrl 
proced:ures for campetitive biddin:]. 'Ihe 
proposer was GI'Eai Corporation. 
5. Emergency Procurements 
D.le to the tren:endotlS implementation pressures arrl the 
unexpecte:ily high volume of instant ticket sales, the Lotte...ry 
has admittedly encountered problems which required the acquisition 
of both equipment arrl professional or tec:hnical knowledge from 
private contractors on an errergency basis. One such contract was 
the procurement of 4-'Wheel drive vehicles which \+Jere not available 
in any form from the Deparb.nent of Services. 'Ihe safety 
of our drivers was jeopardy usin:] the vehicles provided by 
General Services in geographical areas with heavy sno.vfall. In 
this instance, the bid process was initiated through infernal 
telephone bids, which included General Service book verrlors. 
~ t~e 
lease/p..rrcha.se vehicles. 
Ba.se1 on an 
Performance Ford was 
B. Future Plans arrl 
As the Califo:mia 
arrl unexpected onset 
be~ IIOre stable 
the CSL will be able to t-.o1·'t"o . ...-
decreasin:J the need 
contracts. 'Ihe CSL 
enable this agency the State's 
campetitive bidding ensure an equitable ratio 








A. Total Revenues 
1. I.Dttery Rev'a'1ues 
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In direct contrast to instant tic:k.ets, on-line sales start slowly 
an1 build over time. For liDSt mature lottery states, on-line 
sales eventually represent between 70% an1 90% of all lottery 
sales. Should California follow this pattern, long-term annual 
lottery sales eventually exceed reach $2 billion/year. 
2. lottery Experrli tures 
Definition 
By law, the CSL operates urrler "generally accept.e::'i accou.;·1ting 
principles", arrl its books arrl accounting records are maintaine:i 
in virtually the sama manner as privately""'(1..]11ed carnpanies. From 
an expen:liture standpoint, this means that purchased capital 
assets are expe.11sed or written off over a period of years. 'Ihus, 
if the lottery p..u::chase.s a $6 million COI!lp.lte.r, for exarrple, only 
the depreciated portion of this p.rrchase is reflected as an 
expen:liture or expense during any given time period. With on-line 
c;ane capital equi:p:nent arrl telecommunications costs totaling over 
$150 million, the use of "generally accept.e::'i accounting 
principles" all~ these huge i.nvestlrents to be a:m:lrtize:i as 
expen:litures over a 4-5 year period. 
D.:pendi ture Limits 
By law, I.ott.ecy operations must be funded from I.ott.ecy revenues, 
and total expen:litures for any given year cannot exceed 16% of 
total sales for the sama time period. k:rj portion of this 16% 
upper spen::ling is used automatically net 
revenue for our state's schools. 
E>epe11ditures Prior to Sales 




'!he I.ott.ecy borrowed 
prior to 
late october 1985. 
Expe!'rlitures for FY 85-86 
For FY 85-86, the 
approximately 
sales total of 
$220 million is 
an::i associated ,..,....,,.,..,,"" 
. o million from 
plus in 
estimating total of 
representing 12. 6% projected 
Approximately one-third of this 
operating expenses , personnel 
expense and equi:p:nent), the bala."1ce 
of expense as going for 
advertising, ~...~.,..JV;;;,... costs . 
For FY 86-87, 
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In order for a lottery e:xpen:liture to generate additional revenue 
to the point 'Where the 16% spen1i.ng limitation is not taxed, a 
benefit cost ratio of 11-1 or greater must be achievecl (see the 
follow"irg chart at the errl of this section for a graphic display 
of this relationship). If the 16% limitation were decreased, the 
necessary benefit-cost ratio -would necessarily increase, 
aut.orrBtically decreasirg the lottery's ability to generate net 
revenues for the benefit of eclucation. 
For FY 86-87, the lottery will operate un:ler the asSl.IlTption that 
its first arrl prilrary goal is to stay within its 16% spen1i.ng 
limitation, arrl that the ultimate goal of maxi.mizirg re-ver1ues fer 
eclucation must be achievecl to the extent possible within this 
e:xpen:li ture 1 imi t. 
1. Statutorily Required Expen::li tures 
TILe california State lottery Act. requires that: 
o approxi.lnately 50% of total lottery sales be returned. to th£ 
p..lbl ic in the form of prizes, 
o at least 34% of total I.Dttery sales be distributecl as revenue 
to the State 1 s schools, arrl 
o not xrore than 16% of total I.Dttery sales be available for 
gene....ral I.Dttery administrative expenses . 
.Additionally, the california State I.Dttery Act. requires that all 
unclai.nv::d prizes and that all net I.Dttery revenues (i.e., the 
difference between actual adm.inistrative e:xpen:litures arrl the 16% 
maximum allocation) transferred into the State Lottery 
Education F\lrrl to the State's schools. 
2 • Major Expen::li tures 
For FY 85-86, 
for general 
or slightly over 
balance of $131 
o Mve.rtisin:J/Public 
o Ticket Costs 
o Ticket Delivery 
FY 85-86 
sperrl approximately $220 million 
expenses. Of this amount, $89 million, 
retailer camrnissions. The 
as follows: 






o Other Administrative Expenses 
• 
• 
3. Major Projected Experrlitures for F'i 86-87 
'!he I.Dttery's 16% maximum expen::liture authority for F'i 86-87 is 
estilna:terl to equal approximately $258 million base:l on sales of 
just over $1.6 billion. Approximately $248 million of this total 
is bei.n:J budgeted for general administrative expenses, leaving a 
$10 million reserve for revenue fluctuations. Wha~ retailer 
commissions totalin;J $81 million, or 5% of sales, are subtracte::l 
from the $258 million maximum expen::liture limit, the I.Dttery has a 
potential operations budget of $177 million of 11% of sales. 'Ihe 
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RELATIONSHIP OF ADVERTISING TO TICKET SALES AND 
THE ASSOCIATED IMPACT OF DIFFERENT ADVERTISING 
LEVELS ON THE LOTTERY'S 1 6% SPENDING LIMITATION 
--~------ -- ·------
ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES ABOVE THIS LEVEL 
ARE COST-EFFECTIVE F"OR EDUCATION, BUT 
DECREASE NET REVEtJUES WITHIN THE 
LOTTERY'S 1 6% SPEt'-JDING AUTHORITY. 
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'!he maintenance of a large top instant arrl attractive grand prize 
supports a broader playing population in california t.ha11 
experienced by any other state. Specifically, through Game #5, 
fully 48 percent of california adults are still playing the 
instant game. '!his canpares to player percentages in the 3 0 to 
40 percent range for cr...h.er states at this same stage of instant 
game replay. Bec:ause of the large number of adults playing, we 
have fO\..ll'rl no statistically soun:i differences betvJeen players arrl 
the dem::qraphics of the total population . 
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NUMBERS OF WINNERS 1\ND ODOS OF WINNING /\CROSS INSTl\NT Gl\MES 
G<11Tl(' 5 Gan'(_' n 
Old:-; 
PHIZE WinnNs ] j n: Winnrrs ] in: Winners in: WinnPts 1 J n: Winncts 1 Jn: Winnrts J ll1: 
--·---·"-- ---- ~-----~-- ~----~ -- ----- --------- ------ --------"--- ---------
lDw Tier 41.6m 
29.7m 28.]m* 4] .Om 35.2m 24.7m 
8.9 8.9 ] 0. 9* 7.4 8.0 9.2 
MJd-Tier 116.0k !D.Ok 93.3k 
69.0k JS.tik 55.fik 




9.Jk 3.3k I. 3k 320.0 297.0 219.0 Top Ins1ant !10.4k 80.0k 240.0k 960.0k 9GO.Ok %0.0k 
Iegf"nd: m'"' mi]J ion 
k= lhousand 
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We ank you in a ance for ur consider ti n and 
look forward to your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
I RONALD v. 
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